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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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just kidding
THE first house in Warrandyte, Santa gave to Rebecca a
beautiful rag doll. It had orange
pigtails under a pink fur beret
and red and yellow striped
stockings.
“Rebecca will be very happy!” thought
Santa.
At the second house in Warrandyte, Santa
gave to Matthew a monster truck with big
black wheels and a My Size Yoda action
figure with its own Jedi lightsabre.
“Matthew will be very, very happy!”
smiled Santa.
At the third house in Warrandyte, Santa
gave to Emily a Baby Alive Wets’n’Wiggles
doll, a pair of sparkly dancing shoes and
a Secret Garden colouring book.
“Emily will be very, very, very happy!’
beamed Santa.
At the fourth house in Warrandyte, Santa
gave to Kyle a Richmond football jumper
with Jack Riewoldt’s number on the back,
a remote control glider, the latest 65-storey Treehouse book and a new scooter.
“Kyle will be very, very, very, very happy!” grinned Santa, though he thought
he’d given him a scooter last year and
wondered if that was the one he’d noticed
rusting in the garden as they landed.
At the fifth house in Warrandyte, Santa
gave to Lisa a Tania the Tattooed Diva
Doll, a Little Live Pets Butterfly Starter
Pack, a pair of Converse bow backs,
Twister and a Toymail WiFi Messaging
Toy.
“Lisa will be very, very, very, very, very
happy!” said Santa, although somewhere
along the line he’d stopped smiling.
By the twelfth house in Warrandyte,
Santa had given to Oscar enough stuff to
make Yarra Warra Preschool green with
envy. There was a train set, a basketball,
a Galloping Dinosaur, a Junior Smart
Watch, a guinea pig, a Lego Ferrari F40
kit, a WorryWoo Insecurity Monster, a
ukulele, a Play Tent, a complete set of
Wiggles DVDs, the Melbourne edition
of Monopoly with sites sponsored by
the Herald-Sun, Gold 104 and ITP tax
accountants, and a signed copy of Living
With The Trotts.
“Oscar should be very, very, very, very,
very, very very, very, very, very, very,
very happy!” said Santa, but you could
tell something was starting to trouble
him.
Nevertheless, when the children woke up
next morning, there was great excitement
everywhere.

OVER THE HILLS

Oscar didn’t know where to start. He
strapped on his watch, put on a Wiggles
DVD and unpacked Monopoly. He asked
his father to help with the train track but
he was too busy assembling the Ferrari.
He strummed the ukulele but it was out
of tune. He bounced the basketball till it
smashed the dinosaur. The guinea pig
escaped while he was lining its cage with
pages from Living With The Trotts. Then
he crawled into the tent for a deep and
meaningful conversation with the WorryWoo Monster. Still, all in all, he was happy.
Lisa ripped the paper off all her toys and
wondered what to play with first. She
spread out the Twister but had nobody
to play it with. The Toymail and WiFi
didn’t seem to be talking to each other.
And when she put on her new shoes and
went outside, she couldn’t find a butterfly
anywhere. But she was very, very happy
with Tania the Tattooed Diva Doll.
Kyle ran outside with his glider and
watched it take off, soar over the neighbour’s fence and smash into a tree. He
rode his scooter round for a while then
dropped it beside his old one. He asked
his auntie to read the 65-storey story but
she was too busy, though she did admire
his Richmond jumper and that made Kyle
very, very, very happy.
Emily put on her dancing shoes and

checked her doll’s nappy. It was wet. And
by the time she’d changed it, it was wet
again. Emily changed the baby over and
over until it finally went to sleep while
she did a bit of colouring. Then the doll
wet itself again. Emily was very, very,
very, very happy.
Matthew put his Yoda action figure in the
back of his monster truck and pushed
it all around the house, saying “Truly
wonderful, the mind of a child is.” Even
when the lightsabre broke, he was still
very, very, very, very, very happy.
As for Rebecca, she couldn’t have loved
her rag doll any more. She called her
Cheeky, because of her pretty pink
cheeks, and played with her day and
night. She laid a little pillow beside her
own, so they could go to bed together.
Her mother made Cheeky a little overcoat
and her father turned a Jacob’s Creek carton into a doll’s house. With a wardrobe
for Cheeky’s overcoat.
“You know Mother Claus,” said Santa
when he got home to the North Pole,
“sometimes I wonder whether we give
our children too many toys!”
While far away in Warrandyte, Rebecca
pulled the blankets under Cheeky’s chin
and closed her eyes. She was very, very,
very…very….. very…………………….
ALAN CORNELL

By JOCK MACNEISH
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Down the drain
Manningham City Council decision enrages Warrandyte residents

By SCOTT PODMORE

WARRANDYTE’S Melbourne Hill
Road catchment residents say they
are “outraged”, “devastated” and
“extremely disappointed” with Manningham City Council’s decision to
vote for a scheme that a 97% majority of affected residents didn’t want
and also say they feel “abandoned”
by two of our Mullum Mullum ward
councillors, Meg Downie and Paul
McLeish.
And our third Mullum Mullum
ward councillor Sophy Galbally has
entered the fray and blasted her
two fellow councillors Downie and
McLeish and the decision, which
effectively means homeowners will
be forced to pay a large sum from
their own pockets to help fix council
drains.
Only 3% of the 125 affected residents in Melbourne Hill Rd supported the idea of paying for Manningham Council’s $2.2 million scheme
to prevent what it describes as a
“significant flooding problem”.
Homeowners where the drainage
work takes place will be hit with
varying amounts to help pay for
the costs.
In a document lodged with the Ombudsman, there is an extract from
the Manningham Drainage Strategy

Cr Meg Downie

Cr Paul McLeish

Cr Sophy Galbally

2004-2014 published on the council
website http://www.manningham.
vic.gov.au/drains that reads “Council’s current policy requires 75%
support of all properties within a
contributory scheme”, yet council
still advises that MHRC residents
will incur a Special Charge Scheme
at a cost to be determined.
Cr Galbally told the Diary: “Why
did Cr Mcleish and Cr Downie
support the officer recommenda-

tion? Beats me, I was under the
impression we were trying to find a
sustainable flood mitigation option.
Yes, I am disappointed in both ward
councillors. If the Melbourne Hill
Road catchment area residents had
their support we would have been
successful in rejecting Scheme 1, the
officers’ preferred option.
“Considering that all along we
understood the scheme's aim was
primarily ‘flood mitigation’, why

would council approve one that
causes more disruption to residents,
clear 170 mature trees which will
change the landscape in an area
which has an environmental significant overlay?
“And for that, residents and all
ratepayers are paying $2.2 million
plus. On the other hand, the alternative, less invasive option would
have cost $1.3 million … and it
was reported by the consultants as

Stars will shine at Carols
THE combined churches of Warrandyte and Park Orchards will
present the Warrandyte Community Carols at Stiggants Reserve on
Saturday December 19 at 8pm.
The special guest artist this year
is Sarah Valentine (right), a Warrandyte local fresh from her amazing performances on this year’s
series of The Voice.
Judd Field is returning after
blowing the audience away at last
year’s carols. He sings with the
Melbourne Gospel Choir and is a
regular featured artist at Carols
by Candlelight at the Sidney Myer
Music Bowl.
The program will also feature
Renae Mockler (inset), an outstanding gospel/soul/blues singer
from the Warrandyte Community
Church who has been enthralling
audiences throughout Melbourne
with her warm, mellow vocals. She
has recently returned from Germany, where she had many opportunities to share her singing talents.
They will be joined by our local
tenor, Raymond Khong, accompanied by his wife May Gavin on the
piano. Ray has sung with the Australian Opera and Victorian State
Opera, and has thrilled the crowds
at the carols over the past few
years with his powerful renditions
of inspiring songs.
The Bellbird Singers will lead the
singing of the traditional carols

favourites, accompanied by the
40-piece Eltham Concert Band.
Choirs from Warrandyte, Kangaroo
Ground and Anderson’s Creek
primary schools will also perform
during the program.
Come early for the animals in the
children’s farm and bring your picnic tea, or food and drinks can be
bought on the night.
There will be a special visitor at
7.20pm and pre-event entertainment will be provided by Sarah
Valentine from 7.30pm. Glo sticks
and candles will be available for
purchase, and donations will be
accepted during the performance
for the annual Christmas Bowl
Appeal.
If it is raining
during the day,
and bad weather
is forecast for
the evening, the
program will be
held at the Anderson’s Creek
Primary School
Performing
Arts Centre,
Drysdale Rd,
with parking
at the football
oval. Inquiries can be
made through
the Warrandyte Community
Church on 9844 4148.

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Be ready,
warn our
fire chiefs
WARRANDYTE fire chiefs are urging
residents to be prepared as we move
into warmer weather throughout
summer.
South Warrandyte CFA captain Greg
Kennedy said there was no place
for complacency nor was there any
excuse for people not having a fire
plan in place if a bushfire were to
sweep through.
“The forecast is for a long hot and
dry summer and people need to plan
accordingly,” Greg told the Diary.
“The Be Ready Warrandyte campaign has been fantastically successful. The ultimate objective is to get
people to have a fire plan and so we
need to raise awareness regarding
the bushfire risk.”
Residents from the Greater Warrandyte region are encouraged to visit
the informative website warrandyte.
org.au and revisit such useful tools
as the Warrandyte Fire Watch page,
a Warrandyte Community Emergency
Preparation Planner, and a fantastic
online tool to help you update your
fire plan. There is also a full report
from the emergency management
forum that featured guest speaker
Craig Lapsley (emergency management commissioner) and a final
report 2012-2015 of the Be Ready
Warrandyte campaign.
Stay safe, everyone, and take time
out to review or refresh your fire
plan.

We wish you all compliments
of the season.

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

providing the equal level of flood
mitigation.
“The reason why the resident preferred option, Scheme 2.1 modified,
lost is it didn't provide a drainage
outlet to all properties ... it wasn't
about flood mitigation but about
future development!”
Cr Galbally didn’t stop there, saying the damage to the Melbourne Hill
Road Catchment streetscape with
the removal of some trees that are
more than 50 years old was clearly
something the residents did not
support.
“The residents of Melbourne Hill
Rd will have many of their front
gardens destroyed and pay for their
own landscaping after they pay for
the pipe connection from the roadside to their homes,” she said.
“These costs will be above what
they will be liable for under the special rates and charges ... all for the
benefit of having something 100% of
the residents didn't want.”
In fairness to all par ties, the
Diary has given residents of Melbour ne Hill Road Catchment,
Manningham City Council, and
councillors the chance to respond
on pages 10 and 11.
The author of the article no longer
resides in Melbourne Hill Rd.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

If you are buying a new car or other assest,
speak to us before you purchase to ensure
appropriate taxation planning is in place.
“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

Like us

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Bridge of discontent
Urgency ignored as traffic worsens, fire season arrives early
By SAMMI TAYLOR
and SCOTT PODMORE

THE Warrandyte Bridge is a source
of community anxiety once again
as summer arrives and bushfire
season starts early as residents are
left waiting for a much-anticipated
traffic report and more so a solution
to a serious problem.
VicRoads now expects “to present
and seek community feedback on
a preferred option by mid-2016”. If
an emergency event were to strike
Warrandyte tomorrow, an estimated 2502 vehicles per hour per lane
would be able to evacuate the area,
causing total evacuation time to
exceed three hours. That’s time
Warrandyte residents simply don’t
have in the event of a bushfire,
Member for Warrandyte Ryan Smith
told the Diary.
“I’m glad there has actually been
some progress around identifying
some options to ease the congestion and make the community safer
during a fire event. However, the
timelines are too long and we actually need to see some progress from
VicRoads a lot sooner than the timelines that they’ve flagged,” he says.
“I will certainly be continuing to
put pressure on the government to
ensure we do get some progress in
a more timely manner.“
Back in June, VicRoads regional
director Adam Maguire informed Mr
Smith in a letter that traffic modelling of the Warrandyte Bridge road
network would be conducted and a
report handed down by the end of
August. An additional $140,000 was
committed in the 2015–16 budget to
investigate ways to improve traffic
capacity of the Warrandyte Bridge
during an emergency.
VicRoads has since completed the
traffic modelling investigation assessing potential options to provide
additional vehicle crossing capacity
of the Yarra River in the vicinity of
the Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte
Road Bridge in the event of a fire
evacuation scenario. The report is
said to comprise emergency traffic
plans to assist in evacuation in the
event of emergency and an update on
the daily bumper-to-bumper traffic.
A community forum was held on
November 12 at the Warrandyte

Dick Davies

Craig Lapsley

Community Church by VicRoads and
Emergency Management Victoria to
discuss with residents and authorities the possible scenarios for action
in the event of a bushfire, and the
construction work that should be
done in regards to the traffic flow
on the bridge.
David Teague, VicRoads’ director
transport and planning metro north
west, told the Diary: “Information

and supporting documentation on
the potential options will be made
available on the VicRoads website
in early 2016.
Among the options considered
as part of the investigation were
upgrading the existing bridge to
three lanes and building a second
pedestrian bridge on Bradleys Lane,
which could be opened to vehicles
during emergencies.

“VicRoads, in conjunction with
councils and emergencies services,
expect to be in a position to present
and seek community feedback on a
preferred option by mid-2016.
“In partnership with Warrandyte
Community Association, emergency
services and Nillumbik Shire Council
we are committed to delivering new
traffic cameras in the Warrandyte
area over the coming months which
will be strategically placed to provide real-time traffic information to
the community.”
VicRoads has also installed new
traffic management signs and Disaster Plan boxes in the area, which contain equipment needed to assist with
traffic management during emergencies and together with Victoria
Police and CFA has “also developed
improved traffic management plans
to better cope during emergency
evacuations”.
Three scenarios were proposed
by VicRoads at the forum including:
+ Upgrading the bridge to three
lanes, two southbound and one
northbound, with new T-intersection signals at Research-Warrandyte
Road and a wider entry road prior to
the bridge on Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte Road.
+ Building a second bridge at
Bradley’s Lane/Everard Drive for
emergency use only.

+ Combining both scenario one
and two for optimum results, saving
over two hours of evacuation time
and costing between $7-$10 million.
Warrandyte is in for a hot and dry
fire season that all residents need
to be prepared for, says emergency
management commissioner Craig
Lapsley and local fire chiefs.
“The presentation by VicRoads
about the Warrandyte Bridge and
the options available to help with
the access and egress was a worthwhile start to the discussion but it
also highlighted that no matter what
option progresses, those who live in
Warrandyte have to make good decisions about their safety early, and
to know what they need to do in the
event of a fire, or a high fire danger
day,” he says.
“Victoria's future emphasis is on
safer and more resilient communities. Creating a resilience-based
approach is the first step in creating
a modern emergency management
system for Victoria. Empowerment
of local communities to drive their
own emergency management processes is core to this, working
through existing networks, local
leadership and community priorities
to ensure that planning and recovery
process are tailored, meaningful and
self-sustaining.”
Bushfire threats aside, residents
are still up in arms about the daily
traffic congestion at the bridge
during peak times.
“Most residents are more concerned by the day-to-day gridlock,”
says Dick Davies, president of the
Warrandyte Community Association.
“I think in order to resolve the
daily gridlock issue in Warrandyte,
it needs to be tied into the emergency management planning. We’re
[Warrandyte] too far down the list of
priorities and I think the two need to
be done together.”
If you have more information on
this issue, or you want to voice your
concerns about local issues, send
an email to info@warrandytediary.
com.au. To see the full report from
the forum visit www.warrandyte.
org.au and letters to the editor can
be emailed to editor@warrandytediary.com.au

Get your dance on for festival

By CHERIE MOSELEN

BANDS, billycarts, good food and
feel-good fun, Warrandyte Festival
will be delivering the ‘goods’ again
next year, right across the weekend
of March 18 to 20.
The 2016 dance-related theme Boogie in the Bush will give everyone the
chance to wiggle their tail-feathers
and show off those daggy dance
moves!
If you happen to be a Bollywood
tragic– perhaps you’d just like to
have a go at learning that signature
“belly shake” – well, you’re in luck.
Professional dance troupe Ignite

Bollywood will be making it look
easy with demonstrations and dance
classes that “uplift and entertain”,
inviting dancers into a wonderful

fusion of movement and self-expression that “promotes happiness,
connection and overall well-being”.
Other activities lighting up the
stage will include go-go dancing,
some salsa, perhaps a tango or two,
and local dance schools will also be
teaching and demonstrating various
dance styles.
Speaking of lighting, the Arty Farty
craftspeople (responsible for giving
Stiggants Resesrve its interesting
makeover on festival weekend with
such fabulous figures as the Fat Ladies and Skinny Men) are working on
a new project.

We’ve heard something about
“lanterns with lights”, possibly
moving through the festival? It’s all
a bit hush-hush still, but bound to
be fantastic.
Warrandyte’s youth Battle of the
Bands kicks it all off from the Main
Stage at Stiggants Reserve on the
Friday evening, March 18.
As usual, this is a smoke, drug and
alcohol free event and admission
is free.
The hits keep on coming with great
bands lined up to take you through
the weekend, including new acts
this year: The Little Stevies, Kyle Li-

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP NETWORKS CLOUD INTEGRATOR SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist
Bora Seker
info@bnsolutions.net.au
0438 072 895

onhart, Vernas Keep and The Teeny
Tiny Stevies.
Warrandyte/Donvale Rotary Art
Show will be back and The Grand
Read has just advised multi-award
winning writer and child psychiatrist Jennifer Harrison will feature
as guest reader. The hits really do
keep on coming!
Music, parade monarchs and a
mountain of family-friendly entertainment, your Diary will have all the
news about what’s on offer over the
coming months.
Warrandyte Festival 2016… where
else would you be?
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Our community bank
By GEM NOSTREM & DEE DICKSON

MORE than 130 representatives from
local community groups and organisations along with shareholders,
directors, regional and branch staff
filled the Warrandyte Sporting Group
clubrooms last month for the Warrandyte Community Bank Branch
AGM and grants presentation night.
The substantial sum of $350,000
was allocated to almost 70 groups
to be used over the coming year in
a range of projects, community programs and infrastructure within the
community. Warrandyte Community
Bank Branch has now returned an
impressive $2 million in grants and
sponsorships to local community
groups.
It clearly sends a message for locals
to bank with our community bank.
With a buoyant energy in the room
there was a strong sense of gratitude
and inspiring stories of community
hope, compassion, growth and
change.
One very happy recipient was
Warrandyte Primary School, which
received $30,000 for its project, All
Sports, All Year Round. The school
sought funding to upgrade the
school oval and create a space that
can be used by students, teachers
and community groups all year
round.
WPS principal Gill Binger was
thrilled upon hearing about the
school’s successful application.
“We look forward to getting rid of a
dry, rocky and dusty area that is difficult to play on in winter and prickly
in summer, we now hope that a new
oval with synthetic grass can be used
all year round,” Principal Binger said.
“The redevelopment of the school
oval has only been a dream so far.
“The area where the school oval is
was developed with money received
from the sale of the pine trees being
cut down in 1991 to make way for

the oval (like many state schools,
WPS had a pine plantation; often a
commercial venture for schools).
It sits on the side of a hill where
rocks/shale tumble onto the playing surface and grass is difficult to
grow. Past students often talk about
looking for fossils on the shale embankment.
“Warrandyte Primary is a large site
but has limited ‘flat’ spaces or areas
for a structured physical education.
Physical education is a very important element of school activities as
we recognise it can boost self-esteem
and confidence. The new improved
oval will enable students, teachers
and other community groups to have
access all year round.
“We are thrilled to have received
this grant from the Warrandyte
Community Bank. It will make a
huge difference to the school and
the students.”
Sports Chaplaincy Australia (Eastern region), represented by Doug
Lyte and Stuart Rooke, shared stories of engagement with youth in
sporting organisations across Australia and more specifically within
the eastern region.
“Chaplains provide healthy strategies for club communities to care
for players, coaches and members
who can occasionally struggle to
connect,” Doug said.
Sports Chaplaincy Australia is
a network of volunteers relying
heavily on community funding to
implement their programs. It takes
a fresh approach to caring for our a fantastic
youth with meaningful and emotion- appreciativ
al engagement.
Warrandyte
“Our chaplains discretely and benefit our
carefully work with vulnerable “It really s
youth to bring about real change for message: i
individuals and sporting groups as a amazing lo
whole,” he said.
benefit the
Also in attendance was Diary ed- changed ou
itor Scott Podmore, who said “it’s Warrandyte

Sam

Proud recipients:
Warrandyte Primary School.
Local student:
Maddy Edsell

Bank helps students
to achieve dreams
LOCAL youth will again be able to
get a head start on their studies,
with Warrandyte Community Bank
announcing the opening of their
tertiary scholarship program for
the fifth year.
The scholarship program, which
officially opened on December 1,
will support two local students with
study costs in their first year of higher education.
Warrandyte Community Bank
chairman Aaron Farr said helping
young people gain access to tertiary
education was one way the branch
was bigger than a bank.
“Our young people are our future
and we believe they need the best
support possible to achieve their
academic goals,” Aaron said.
“The high cost associated with
tertiary study can have a significant
impact on a young person’s ability
to further their education and some
may not get the chance to go to university without financial help.
“Our community bank branch is
happy to help ease some of that pressure and hopefully one day these
students will return and share their
new skills with the Warrandyte and
surrounding communities.”

Successful Warrandyte Community Bank Scholarship applicants
will initially receive funding for one
year and depending on academic
performance, the scholarship may
be renewed to assist in the second
year of their study.
Applications are invited from eligible students, starting their studies
in 2016, from 1 December 2015.
Applications close on 25 January
2016 and will be assessed in early
February 2016.
Last year, the Warrandyte Community Bank Branch Scholarship
Program supported local students
Maddy Edsell, Zac Ratcliffe and Josh
White in their first year of tertiary
study as well as Joshua McMullen,
Nik Henkes and Mitchell Dawson
completing their second year.
The Warrandyte Community Bank
Scholarship is part of the Bendigo
and Adelaide Bank Scholarship Program, with numerous community
bank branches and other partners
taking part across Australia.
For more infor mation please
contact Warrandyte Community
Bank on 9844 2233, or visit www.
bendigobank.com.au/scholarships.
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delivers BIG again

Picture Kerry Podmore

a fantastic result and we’re super
appreciative of what and how the
Warrandyte Community Bank can
benefit our community.”
“It really sends a simple and clear
message: imagine how much this
amazing local institution could
benefit the community if we all
changed our banking over to our
Warrandyte Community Bank? There

are nowhere near enough local
singles, couples, families and businesses banking with them. If you
aren’t already, it’s time to wake up
and make the change. There’s still
only a small percentage with them,
but just imagine the benefits if we
doubled or tripled the amount who
committed to the simple process of
getting our bank to help us change

over to bank with them and use its
products. Way better, smarter and of
much greater benefit to the Greater
Warrandyte community than going
with the Big 4.”
The Warrandyte Community Bank
Branch Grant has already resulted in
our “communication hub and heartbeat” of Warrandyte purchasing
multi-media equipment for cadets

and contributors. The Diar y has
been able to purchase a state of the
art camera, recording and editing
equipment for Diary TV.
If you are interested in seeking
sponsorship from Warrandyte Community Bank branch, 2016/17 grant
and sponsorship applications will
be accepted in July/August 2016.
It pays to plan ahead. Speak with

your committee sooner rather
than later. Look out for the grants
information night in June 2016.
More can be found at bendigobank.com.au/public/community/
our-branches/warrandyte, by visiting the branch or contact Dee
Dickson, assistant to board and
marketing, on 0414 505 533 in the
new year.

Sam’s the man for our bank

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Seasons
greetings.
EXPERIENCED banker Sam Pearce has been
appointed as the Warrandyte Community
Bank manager and is thrilled about being a
part of our community.
“As a new bank manager here I’m extremely excited to join the Warrandyte
Community Bank,” Sam said. “And indeed
to have become part of a vibrant and passionate community here in Warrandyte and
surrounds.”
After working as senior branch manager
of the East Ivanhoe and Heidelberg Community Bank branch for the past six years,
Sam joins the Warrandyte branch with
more than 17 years experience in banking
and is looking forward to getting to know
our local community and helping customers
achieve their financial goals.
With the Warrandyte Community Bank’s
recent announcement of $2 million in 12
years in community contributions, Sam
comes on board during a period of robust
growth.

“It’s a real credit to outgoing manager Mark Challen and the board team to
achieve such a great goal,” he said.
“I’m excited about leading the bank into
the future and providing excellence in
banking services with a view to continued
business growth.
“This will see increasing returns back into
the community there by contributing to its
ongoing prosperity and ensuring it remains
a safe and enjoyable place for the generations to come.
“As a bank we’re really looking forward
to building relationships with the community as we move into the future.”
Sam has a strong background in personal
and commercial banking. He will be able
to assist with all banking needs and with
businesses on any scale, from small and
medium to large enterprises.
Drop into the branch at 144 Yarra Street,
Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233 to find out
more.

From all of us at Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch, best
wishes for the holiday season and thank you for your loyalty
and support.
Drop into your nearest branch at 144 Yarra Street,
Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233.

bendigobank.com.au
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL/Australian Credit
Licence 237879. S53471-08 (283220_v1) (21/11/2015)
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Power to the people
By VAL POLLEY

Photo: courtesy of Warrandyte Historical Society

18 miles from Melbourne and the
district had grown rapidly. She was
given to understand, however, that
projected revenue was too small and
the distance too great. For whatever
reason, no electricity supply was
forthcoming at that time. In that year
the Warrandyte Progress Association was very active in trying to get
a hydro-electric plant established
using the Pound Bend tunnel. However, a civil engineering investigation
found that the capital cost of establishing this would be greater than
that of providing a transmission line.
That had already been deemed
too costly. The SECV also would
not support any undertaking that
might involve it in future expense.
The commission’s policy was to set

electricity prices according to the
cost of providing supply. In 1927 a
guaranteed annual revenue of £A520
(approx $40,000 in today’s currency)
was sought from township residents
within a two mile radius.
This, however, was found to be too
high a cost for the relative size of the
town and after surveying residents,
the Doncaster Council reported such
a guarantee could not be obtained.
Some deputations continued but
nothing definite emerged.
By early 1935 discussions between the commission and Eltham
and Doncaster and Templestowe
councils were taking place about an
electricity supply to Warrandyte.
The commission was reported to
be anxious to install lighting. Each

What happens when the
whole universe can be
put into one picture? Two
people, three siblings,
a family of five, or a
whole small town —on a
small hill in the Southern
Hemisphere— can stand
around a photograph of
everything that is known to
contain them.

There are no pictures of the
battle of Yering. I missed
Halley’s Comet in the eclipse
of my dad’s shoulder. It is
impossible to photograph a
black line in darkness and I
missed the wattles on Fourth
Hill last winter. But there is
a map —eighteen-thousand
images— of the whole
known universe.

They call it the all-sky atlas.
They say we are looking
at the infrared light from
thirteen-billion-year-old
stars. Stars that might have
died since are still alive in
our photograph. Infrared
light must be what memory
is made of. The striations in
the four-hundred-millionyear-old sandstone —
striking upwards as the river
bends— is infrared light in a
photograph in twelve and a
half billion years.

A picture made of memory.

www.arcuate.info

council was asked how many street
lights it would support (Eltham
three, Doncaster and Templestowe
12-14) which together with strong
consumer support from within the
community meant the cost of supply
would be defrayed.
By October the SECV had made
the decision to supply electricity to
Warrandyte. Advertisements soon
appeared in local papers for the
supply of electrical appliances. Work
on the scheme was well underway by
November with completion expected by that Christmas.
On December 23 in 1935 Warrandyte became the 285th town
to be supplied by the SECV. A well
attended official ceremony was held
to switch on the supply. This was

performed by W.H. Everard, local
member and speaker of the Legislative Assembly. He praised the work
of Sir John Monash and thanked
the SECV for expediting the system
before the commencement of the
Christmas holiday season.
‘Let there be light’ was the apt
heading in the Hurstbridge Advertiser
on 3 January 1936. It reported over
30 Warrandyte subscribers had the
supply installed at their properties.
The Doncaster and Templestowe
shire had provided 10 lights in Main
Street and Eltham Council three road
lights on Kangaroo Ground Road.
While considered a good beginning,
the road lights were thought to be
too far apart and that more would
be required to make the scheme a
success. Over time the supply was
gradually extended outwards though
it was many years later before some
of the more far-flung properties in
the area were connected. It was the
1960s before the SECV turned to
equalisation of tariffs, which meant
rural areas were not so disadvantaged cost wise and more remote
areas were serviced. The SECV continued operations until 1993 when
it was broken up and sold to private
companies under the government of
Jeff Kennett.
Now wind and solar power are ever
increasing elements in the supply of
electricity. However, no matter how
the power is generated electricity
is a major part of modern life. It is
indeed very difficult to imagine a
life without the capacity to obtain
lighting, heating and cooling and so
many other necessities of daily living
without it.
And as the Christmas lights are
switched on in December to sparkle and glow, surely those early
residents who fought so hard for
its supply 60 years ago are worth a
thought – and our thanks. Enjoy the
festive season.

Fire Preparedness Works
Parks Victoria and the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning advise that fire preparedness
activities will be carried out in local parks and reserves
over the coming weeks.
This includes the creation and maintenance of
fuelbreaks and fire access tracks, slashing and weed
management, as well as preparing for and carrying out
planned burning activities. With crews and machinery
working onsite, some park areas will be closed for
public safety while works are underway.
These works are part of an ongoing program to
reduce bushfire risk to communities, property and
the environment.
For more information on fuelbreaks go to
http://parkweb.vic.gov.au/park-management/
bushfire-management/mfep or for information
about planned burning activities go to
www.delwp.vic.gov.au
More information
Parks Victoria
Phone 13 1963
www.parks.vic.gov.au

ZO530984

SIXTY years ago this December 23,
the electricity supply was finally
extended to Warrandyte.
Can you imagine how wonderful
that must have been? We take our
electricity supply so much for granted whether it’s for lighting, cooking,
heating or cooling or running the
many and varied electronic devices
so essential to modern living.
Imagine houses that had to rely
on kerosene lamps for lighting,
kerosene or ice-block fridges for
cooling food, combustion stoves for
cooking and open fires for heating?
Then imagine being able to flick a
switch to undertake these tasks. It
was revolutionary.
Yet Warrandyte had to wait a long
time to become connected. Many
areas surrounding it, such as Eltham
and Doncaster, had an electricity
supply long before Warrandyte.
Up until the establishment of the
State Electricity Commission of
Victoria (SECV) in the early 1920s
under the chairmanship of Sir John
Monash, various small private and
municipal companies had provided
electricity to different areas. Warrandyte was not one of them. The
general push initially was to have
good street lighting. There were
three street lamps in Warrandyte
requiring a measured amount of
fuel to light and the services of a
lamplighter.
It was generally felt the lack of
electricity was holding the town
back. In 1924 a newspaper reported
Warrandyte as one of the worst
lighted districts. Pressure for connection mounted and all through the
mid-to-late 1920s there were various
deputations and agitation to have
the supply extended to Warrandyte.
In 1926 when arguing for connection, Councillor Angela Booth
pointed out Warrandyte was only
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Stars of the night: Winners of the Manningham Business Excellence Awards including several from Warrandyte.

Businesses shine in MBEA

ucts, which was a finalist in the Retail 2
Business of the Year category, was also
thrilled with being recognised with a
Highly Commended.
“I’m really happy to have that acknowledgement,” Leanne said. “It’s such a great
process being a part of the awards as you
can put down on paper where you are; to
look at your business and see where it is.
It’s an amazing journey and puts it all in
a different light.”
All award winners:

By SCOTT PODMORE

WARRANDYTE businesses featured
prominently in the annual Manningham
Business Excellence Awards last month
as Cocoa Moon Café, Ivory Hearing,
Olivigna, H2Pro Plumbing and Unforgettable Products all made the cut and
were recognised for their great business
and services.
In the first two years of the awards,
Warrandyte’s Quinton’s IGA and H2Pro
Plumbing snared the prestigious Business of the Year awards respectively
and although we missed out on the big
one this year, our fantastic businesses
performed incredibly well.
Back for more, H2Pro Plumbing backed
up last year’s clean sweep by again winning Trade Services Business of the Year.
“We were surprised to win our category
for the second year in a row, however,
it has reinforced the belief in ourselves
and our team that our little business has
evolved from where we were 12 short
months ago,” H2Pro’s Tony Welch told
the Diary.
“For us the nomination process has
been a lengthy task for the past two years
but the accolades have been well worth
it. Not only does the nomination hold
you accountable for the structure and
systems in your business, but it gives
you a chance to look back and reflect on
your achievements which can be often
overlooked.
“Being recognised as an award winning
business puts you up on a pedestal holding you in good stead with your existing
client base and future prospects. I cannot
recommend entering business awards
highly enough to any business owner
who wants to grow a successful business.
Ivory Hearing claimed the Personal
Services Business of the Year and were
also finalists in Professional Services 2
Business of the Year.

Winners: The Olivigna team

“Yes we are absolutely thrilled about
winning the award! Most winners are
from Warrandyte too,” DK Ting of Ivory
Hearing told the Diary.
Olivigna scored a win for Accommodation and Food Service Business of the
Year in a category Cocoa Moon Café was
a finalist.
“We are thrilled and honoured to have
won our category,” Olivigna co-director
Anna Gallo told the Diar y. “We give
thanks to the organisers, the sponsors
and, of course, our brilliant team. We take
particular pride in the special recognition
given to our community contribution
– from hiring local tradespeople and
creating more than 40 new jobs to supporting local charities and helping raise
over $60,000 at the CFA Fireball.
“The process of applying for the awards
can certainly be time consuming but it
is also very valuable. We were able to
identify areas we could further improve
on as well as successes we could reflect
on. And on the award night itself it was
wonderful to meet fellow nominees, all of
whom were running great businesses and
doing interesting things in the region. It’s
always rewarding to see what the people
and the places around us are capable of.”
Leanne Pooley of Unforgettable Prod-

Accommodation & Food Service
Business of the Year Finalists are
Cocoa Moon Café
Olivigna (winner)
Quest Doncaster
Personal Services Business of the
Year Finalists are
Indulgence Medi Spa
Ivory Hearing (winner)
Manningham Community Health Services
Professional Services 1 Business of
the Year Finalists are
Kingsford Podiatry Group (winner)
Tobin Brothers
Professional Services 2 Business of
the Year Finalists are
Begin Bright
Brown Hamilton Partners
Doncaster Laundry Room
Ivory Hearing
Top to Toe Health (winner)
Retail 2 Business of the Year
Finalists are
Gourmet Living (Winner)
Ivory Hearing
Unforgettable Products
Highly Commended
Unforgettable Products
Trade Services Business of the Year
H2Pro Plumbing (winner)
Manningham Business of the Year
Top to Toe Health

• Home maintenance
Call David
• All your gardening needs
0419 506 346
• Lawn mowing including edges
• Grass clippings removed & clean up
REASONABLE RATES – PENSIONER DISCOUNTS
HIGH QUALITY WORK – FULLY INSURED

painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

grant mcgregor

Solution to last month’s puzzle:

Tony was born at 11.56pm on February 28th
on a ship. Two minutes later the ship crossed
the International Date Line, now 11.58pm on
March 1st. Four minutes later at 12:02am
on March 2nd, Joan was born. In a leap
year Tony celebrates his birthday three days
before his twin sister.

0431 157 025 • 9844 3424

CYRIL

Clyde’s
Conundrum
Sandra from Whipstick Gully Rd
stated one day “The day before
yesterday I was 25 years old;
next year I will turn 28”.
What day is her birthday?

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS
Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360
By PAUL WILLIAMS

maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions
fully insured

WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

love
landscapes

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

TOM KERKHOF

A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!

TELEVISION
Servicing the area for 40 years

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

Available all year

‘WYTALIBA’
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet
Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(two queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(three minute drive) to beach,
general store and close to bush walks
in the Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum two night stay.

Call Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and inquiries
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Melbourne Hill Rd catchment
Dear editor,
Councillors Meg Downie and Paul
McLeish deserted MHRC residents at
the Ordinary Meeting of Council held
on Tuesday 24 November 2015 and
voted for council’s preferred MHRC
drainage Scheme 1 which was first
suggested back in February 2013 and
rejected by the majority of residents.
How do these two councillors expect to retain their ward seat at the
council election in October 2016?
If they can abandon residents once
they can do it again. It may be MHRC
this time, but who will be next! ...and,
will other Warrandyte residents
be prepared for a Special Charges
Scheme?
Sophy Galbally (one of our Mul-

lum Mullum Ward councillors) has
championed our cause from the very
beginning and put up an alternative
Scheme at the November Ordinary
Meeting of Council, against the one
proposed by council; disappointingly it was unsuccessful. Sophy along
with councillors Michelle Kleinert
(Heide Ward) and Stephen O’Brien
(Koonung Ward) were the only ones
who voted against council’s scheme
at the meeting.
We thank these three councillors
for supporting the MHRC residents
when two of our own ward councillors, Meg Downie and Paul McLeish
choose to vote against us in preference for the council’s scheme.
MHRC Representative Panel

Dear Diary,
Last Tuesday's council meeting
was a huge disappointment for two
reasons.
Firstly, two of our own ward councillors voted against residents'
marked preference for an alternate
drainage scheme. If they had voted
with us, the preferred scheme would
be going ahead.
But most disappointing for me was
the last part of Cr Downie's speech,
in which she thanked council engineers for their work, yet made no
mention whatsoever of the many
hundreds of hours put in by the rep
panel members in their free time to
represent residents.
I have been fortunate enough to
help the rep panel where I could, and
I can tell you they have all worked
very hard – sometimes into the small
hours of the morning, sometimes
foregoing family time – in order to
have residents' voices heard. If one
good thing is to come out of this
drainage debacle, for me it is the
opportunity I've had to meet and
form friendships with intelligent,
organised and highly dedicated
neighbours.
Jean Dind
Melbourne Hill Rd

Dear editor,
“Democracy FURTHER down the
Drain”. Manningham councillors
and council officers have once
again shown complete disregard
for the concerns of ratepayers, and
for the many hours of outstanding
effort put in by the community representative panel in voting against
the preferred options of the >100
residents to address the drainage
issues in the Melbourne Hill Rd
Catchment.
We can only hope (most likely
with misplaced faith) that the
council will now follow their own
written guidelines in their own
published documents (http://www.
manningham.vic.gov.au/drains)
and petition these residents to
determine whether >75% of residents support the Special Payments
Scheme (which they do not).
We know which councillors ignored the wishes of residents and
voted for the scheme at Tuesday’s
meeting – let’s hope those same
councillors are keen to avoid residents' rage at the next election and
will not support a Special Benefits
Scheme when it is proposed by
council officers.
Best regards,
Ben Boyd

Dear editor,
With reference to the Manningham
Council spending around $145,000
engaging the services of BMT WBM ,
$50,000 was a grant from Melbourne
Water, and nothing was achieved.
They were engaged to produce an
alternative to a total underground
drainage scheme that was cost
effective and environmentally sustainable. This did not happen. All
they produced was flood mapping of
1 in 5 and 1 in 100 rainfall. They did
not visit properties or take into account private drainage installed on
properties to handle rainfall runoff.
In 2012 we requested the council
to redirect the water runoff from
the very top of Melbourne Hill Road,
from the Wildflower Reserve road
and where MHR joins Warrandyte/
Heidelberg Road to Houghton Road
intersection. If this accumulating
rain water was redirected down
Houghton Road, away from the
catchment area, the water runoff
from the council drains from Leber
Street, ending at the corner of lower
MHR in a pit which is constantly
choked with weeds and overflows
down MHR into the properties in the
valley. A drain under the adjacent
drive way, redirecting the water
down the deep open drain would
solve this. Roger Woodlock has
continually refused to do any repairs
until a full underground drainage
scheme is implemented.
The minor repairs to council property causing the floods of Christmas
night 2011, could have proceeded at
very small cost. The catchment al-

ready meets the 1 in 5 requirements.
2011 was a torrential downpour after
10 years of drought. The rainfall ran
down the streets and took the path
of least resistance, ending up causing overfloor flooding to six houses.
These properties have never been
identified by council, however the
Rep Panel are aware that property
owners have since taken their own
precautions for such an event occurring again.
At the Manningham council meeting 24th November. The council
voted, 7 to 3 for the full underground
very expensive scheme to go ahead.
Only one Mullum Mullum councillor
voted against the scheme. Two of our
Warrandyte councillors we elected
did not support us. The present cost
is $2.2 million dollars, but has never
been fully costed, so who knows
what we will be charged. There are
benefits and rewards, they tell us to
assess individual costs. There are
many pensioners in the catchment
area, who will be unable to pay the
cost. We have been informed we
can pay quarterly with our rates for
ten years at 1 % interest above the
council’s borrowing rate. In extreme
hardship cases they will not charge
interest. Or we can sell up and move
out. We have been here for 46 years
and should not be forced to sell our
home.
Watch out Warrandyte, this is just
the beginning of drainage through
Warrandyte, and you will all have
to pay.
Carole Adins
Drysdale Rd, Warrandyte

Dear Diary
I attended the Manningham City
Council meeting on Tuesday night as
a concerned resident of Melbourne
Hill.
Very disappointed in Ms Downie's
and Mr McLeish's lack of ability to
represent the overwhelming wishes
of THEIR constituents (that means
the people who voted for you Paul
& Meg!!!!!).

If this work goes ahead with 168
trees removed will I still have a
treetop view?
I don't think so. Look out neighbours below I can see you!
Then again maybe I could sell my
home in leafy Warrandyte and buy
a dog box on Doncaster Hill with a
view of 5000 other dog boxes!
Gerald Bartley
Lorraine Avenue

In response to a request from the
Warrandyte Diary regarding Melbourne Hill Road drainage issue.
The decision of Council to adopt
Scheme 1 (Modified) as the preferred concept option, to resolve
the flooding in the Melbourne
Hill Road catchment, has not been
taken lightly.
It has been made following considerable work by council officers,
after extensive consultation with
residential (sic) the community
Reference Panel, and following
the appointment of an independent
environmental water management

consultant to evaluate the potential
for alternate, environmentally sustainable options.
Based on the relative perfor mance of the shortlisted options,
developed in conjunction with
the Reference Panel, the external
consultants recommended that
only Schemes 1 and 5 (Modified)
be further considered.
While Scheme 5 (Modified) offered similar flood mitigation to
Scheme 1 and marginal benefit in
terms of Andersons Creek health
outcomes, there are considerable
difficulties, as the private infra-

structure required with this scheme
would largely have to be funded
and maintained by individual property owners, including successive
owners as properties change hands.
Scheme 2.3, as proposed by the
Reference Panel, was not supported by officers for investigation
because it was not cost effective,
delivered no additional flood
mitigation benefit and made no
appreciable difference to the size
of the valley drain.
Modelling showed that Scheme 1
achieved the core project habitable
floor flood mitigation outcome re-

Dear editor,
Without doubt the issue of flood
mitigation in the Melbourne Hill Road
catchment is one of the most complex
and controversial issues we have had
to deal with in my time as a councillor
for the Mullum Mullum Ward.
For that reason, both as a council
and as a community, it is imperative
that we think long term, we must
maximize the community benefit and
the community spend and get it right
the first time.
With a project of this size there is
going to be a significant cost imposition to both council and residents,
therefore I believe that neither
council’s nor the community’s decision making process should be
persuaded by parochial interest or
cost cutting to the detriment of doing
what will ultimately provide the best
solution to the flooding within this
catchment.
Quite rightly the community has
asked to be involved in the process of working with council and
the independent consultants, and
over many months there has been
considerable consultation with the
reference panel regarding a wide
range of issues that needed to be

explored and addressed.
To date, council has spent $86,000
of rate payer money plus $50,000
from the Melbourne Water Living Rivers program and significant officer
time looking for the most effective,
long term, all round solution.
A lengthy independent process
and repeated modellings of the
catchment has repeatedly pointed to
Scheme 1 offering the greatest benefits in terms of flood mitigation and
an equitable distribution of costs.
As a councillor, I am not only answerable to the residents of the Melbourne Hill Road catchment but I am
also responsible to Mullum Mullum
Ward, and the wider Manningham
community in how we spend our
rate revenue.
I understand there will be a cost
imposition on local residents, and
as unpalatable as it is, the proposed
scheme offers the most effective and
equitable solution to the flooding
problem.
I don’t believe that by spending
more time and more ratepayer money investigating additional options
and undertaking more studies, we
are going to alter those facts.
Cr Meg Downie

Dear Editor,
I attended the council meeting on
Tuesday evening this week to hear
the debate on the MHRC drainage
upgrade scheme and I was amazed
and disappointed by the weak argument put forward by the councillors
in favour of the council Scheme 1.
The original reason for the scheme
was that six houses at the bottom of
Melbourne Hill Road had some flood
damage as a result of a once in a 100
year event.
The ratepayers who will be affected in the area by this scheme were
represented for three years by a dedicated team that instigated a viable
and more environmentally sustainable scheme for around $900,000 less
that the council Scheme 1. This will
result in around half the cost to rate
payers in the area affected.
Despite almost 100% opposition
by the ratepayers to the council
Scheme 1, four councilors including
Meg Downie and Paul McLeish,
somehow could still vote for their
own Scheme 1. This scheme will take
out more trees (around 140) than
any other of the proposed schemes
and bring about the most disruption
to lives in the area.
This is madness and in my view
a blatant disregard for ratepayers
wishes.
What does it say for our world
when the very people affected come
up with a viable affordable and
alternative after going through the
correct processes for three years
just to have four council members
exercise their power over the ratepayers wishes.
Can you imagine large machines
digging up your backyard when
you have come up with a much less
disruptive scheme that achieves the
same result?
My thanks to councillors Sophy
Gallbally, Michelle Kleinert and
Stephen O’Brien for supporting the
ratepayers of Melbourne Hill Road.
Dr Stephen Theiler
Associate Professor

...the flipside, council responds

Dear editor,
The council decision I supported
is to proceed with the design phase
for an equitable and complete
drainage upgrade, that will fully address flooding issues for the steep
and complex Melbourne Hill Rd
catchment. I also voted 17 months
ago for what the residents wanted
– a comprehensive review of aternatives to see if a more sustainable
solution was possiblle, which cost
$136,000 ($86,00 from Council plus
a $50,000 State grant).
The review looked at five options,
including Option 2 which itself had
three variations. The residents
had extensive input including to
the terms of reference, the options considered, reviewing the
outcomes, devising the variations
etc. Their feedback saw numer-

quirements and while the scheme
represents the highest cost of the
options considered, it alleviates
the need for any further drainage
works within this catchment. It also
best mitigates residual risk and
safety of the short listed schemes,
minimizing the occurrence of uncontrolled overland flows.
Scheme 1 involves works within
60 properties and it delivers the
greatest long term benefits by
providing points of connection to
council drains to the majority of
the properties within the catchment, alleviating requirements for

land owners intending to extend
their houses or build a garage to
construct outfall drains through
other properties at their cost in
the future.
Taking account of the relative
benefits and disadvantages of the
various scheme options, at its meeting of 24 November 2015, council
resolved to adopt Scheme 1 (Modified) as the preferred concept option, to resolve the flooding in the
Melbourne Hill Road catchment.
Acting Chief Executive
Leigh Harrison
Manningham City Council

ous changes – increased scheme
boundary, changed from curbing to
open drains etc. Basically the process involved the most extensive
consultation with the impacted
residents I have ever seen.
The most environmentally sustainable option was agreed to be
not viable as it could not deliver a
result, despite features such as rain
gardens and tanks. The remaining
options produced only two which
could be considered viable – both
reduced flooding of homes to a
minimum,
Option 1 was recommended over
Option 2.1 by the council officers
because:
• It reduced uncontrolled 		
aboveground water flowpaths
by 79% versus 58%

•

• It ensures a stormwater 		
conection for every property,
whereas Opt 2 leaves about
30 properties out of 125 with
out a stormwater connection
•

It may impact 143 trees versus
115, but these will be reduced
by the as yet unknown amount
of underground boring

It estimated at $2.2M whilst
Opt.2 is $1.3M, a $0.9M higher
cost for a better outcome

The differences between the two
solutions are substantial, leaving
a difficult decision with Option 1
recommended after a substantial
amount of analysis and consideration.
My judgment was that I could
not support a solution which
would leave a quarter of residents
properties without a stormwater
drainage point, leaving them with a
substantial challenges if they want
to extend or develop their homes.
Equally in a catchment where the
largest pipes will be over 1m diameter for any solution, leaving large
amounts of water aboveground
presents an unacceptable risk.
I have voted for many community
improvements for both Mullum
Mullum Ward and Warrandyte,
such as the planning permit for
the five court Highball Stadium on
Tuesday. In supporting the drainage scheme I believe I have again
made the best long-term decision.
Regards
Paul McLeish, councillor
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residents vent anger at MCC
dear diary
Letters to the Diary on local
topics are welcome. All letters —
including emails — must include
the writer’s full name, address
and phone number, even if not
intended for publication. Letters
may be edited for reasons of
style, length or legality. Letters
can be posted to: Warrandyte
Diary, PO Box 209, Warrandyte
Vic 3113. They can be emailed
to: editor@warrandytediary.
com.au; or left at the Diary at
168-178 Yarra St.
Dear Diary,
So many D's.
Disappointed, Devastating, Deserted and Destruction!!!
Our councillors of Warrandyte
have let us Down again!
I am disappointed that they still
have not accepted a more sustainable approach to the water management of Melbourne Hill Road
Catchment.
I am devastated that my beautiful flora and fauna that has been
established for over 60 years will
be destroyed!
Deserted by our own ward, our so
called family man and environmental champion of the council office
and of course no other than someone to bring us down, Meg Downie!
SHAME ... the Council of Mass
Destruction!!
Let's keep Warrandyte's water ways heathy and environmentally
friendly! We as a community should
be the leaders in environmental
sustainability!
Disappointed
(name and address supplied)

Dear Diary,
Manningham council continues
bludgeoning Warrandyte residents,
having voted for the imposition of
a $2 million stormwater drainage
scheme, in line with a new policy,
predicated on an arbitrary one-in100-year flood model developed by
consultants, at a cost of $250,000.
Around 120 Warrandyte residents
will be forced to pay twice for this
lunacy – once via a special charge
to cover half the cost (up to $15,000
per property in some cases), and
second, via their rates to fund the
other half. Residents, some of whom
have lived in their homes for up to 50
years, are gobsmacked by the sledgehammer approach and apparent
belligerence of the council, and left
simply shaking their heads over the
impending flood apocalypse.
In addition to the distressing cost
burden for many residents, the
proposed scheme will significantly
damage private property, involve
the removal of up to 140 trees, and
impact the local ecosystem.
Residents have worked in good
faith with the council for three years
to try and develop a more cost-effective and environmentally-sensitive
compromise, through a community

We are extremely disappointed
and angry about the result of the
Manningham council meeting on
Tuesday 24th November 2015.
We are disappointed by the continued unprofessional conduct of
the offices of the council.
We are angry that our local representatives from Mullum Mullum
ward on the council did not support the desires of the people who
elected them.
M Trench and E Fall
Warrandyte residents

representative committee contributing hundreds of hours of work,
responding to reams of complex
correspondence from the council
and as many as 80 at a time (some of
them in their eighties and nineties),
attending countless ‘community
consultation’ and council meetings
- all it appears, for nothing. The
original council proposal (one of
25 put forward by the consultants)
has gone through, with only minor
amendments.
To residents’ utter confoundment,
two of Warrandyte’s own ward councillors, Meg Downie and Paul McLeish deserted residents and voted
for the council’s preferred scheme.
Only ward councillor Sophy Galbally
resolutely stood up for the residents
whom she represents.
A video of the December 2011
storm which initiated the current
controversy shows comprehensively that current Lorraine Avenue
drains dispersed all flood water
effectively, with no flows impacting
on any properties. Properties on the
south side of the street have already
contributed to a council-imposed
special charges drainage scheme.
No stormwater, whether overland,
piped or open drained, enters their

properties. All other storm water on
the street enters a council-owned
drain and discharges to Houghton
Road. No storm water enters the
catchment. Moreover, no Lorraine
Avenue properties, including (in
over 27 years) mine, have reported
any flooding. Why, then, are any
Lorraine Ave properties included
in this scheme when they neither
contribute to, nor will benefit from it?
Even if the council could demonstrate contribution of, and benefit to,
properties in Lorraine Avenue, property owners are only responsible to
contribute to an upgrade of drainage
infrastructure to meet a one-in-fiveyear event, which existing council
assets and privately funded flood
mitigation measures already meet.
Even if the council could demonstrate contribution of, and benefit
to, properties in Lorraine Avenue,
how is it that when 100 per cent
of the catchment reject a special
charges scheme, the council can
force residents to pay in apparent
contravention of its own policy?
“Council’s current policy requires
75% support of all properties within
a contributory scheme.” Moreover,
a “Special Rates & Charges scheme
cannot be used to overcome past

negligence, errors or oversights by
Council” (Manningham Drainage
Strategy 2004-2014, pp. 40, 41).
Re-reading the Local Government
Act 1989, I also wonder whether the
council could be in contravention of
any of the following sections:
•
Where a private street (such
as Lorraine Avenue) is constructed
wholly or partly at the cost of the
owners or occupiers, the council
may not at any future time recover
any further costs in respect of the
construction of a component of the
private street from residents by way
of a special charge, if that component
has been previously constructed
to the satisfaction of the council
(s.163:7).
•
A council can only make a
declaration for a special charge to
recover an amount that exceeds two
thirds of the total cost of the performance of the function (except in the
case of a drainage scheme necessary
for public health reasons) (s.163B:1).
•
A council cannot make a special
charge if the council receives objections from a majority of residents on
whom the charge would be imposed
(s.163B:6).
Kerrie Milburn-Clark
Lorraine Avenue

OLIVIGNA MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

I have been a resident of Melbourne Hill Rd since November
1979.
When I moved in it was a very
rural environment, there were no
fences, no street lights, it was a dirt
road, the only trouble we ever had
with storm water run off was after
the council graded the road and
directed the run off down my or my
neighbour’s drive.
This happened a couple of times
and probable precipitated the sealing of the road. Other than that...
nothing.

Dear editor,
We are very disappointed at Manningham councils response to the
proposed Melbourne Hill Rd drainage scheme. Time and time again
they knock back perfectly acceptable
alternatives, burying their heads in
the sand and pursuing their own
agenda. They want beautiful old
trees uprooted and unnecessary
costs passed on to the residents.
There is other solutions to prevent
this but they refuse to listen. As new
residents to this municipality we are
saddened by this attitude. Rates in
Manningham are so much higher
than many other suburbs and now
this. Pay for it yourselves Manningham Council out of our huge rates
and stop bullying residents.
P & M McMullen
Melbourne Hill Rd

Dear editor,
Disappointed by two ward councillors Meg
Downie and Paul McLeish for not supporting its constituents.
For three years the community worked
hard and relationships were built to develop a scheme that was right for Warrandyte
- its people and land, but they still voted
on drainage scheme 1 which never met
the discussed community requirements
and values.
Unanimously the community rejects a
special charge scheme supported under
section 3.17.1 of the Manningham Drainage Strategy 2004-2014 (page 41). This
was a past negligence, error or oversight
by council to allow houses to be built in
a flood area.
Karina Templeton
Warrandyte

Dear editor,
I do not understand why the majority of Manningham councillors
are determined to impose a drainage
scheme in the MHRC which is strongly opposed by residents.
The concerned residents deem the
scheme to be unnecessary and fear
that it is likely to cause disruption
to the landscape and be harmful to
local wildlife. Further it will burden
residents with unwarranted financial
hardship.
My property has never been flooded
and I do not see any justice in imposing financial hardship on me, caused
by the cost of the proposed works
from which I will derive no benefit.
Amy Simmons
Drysdale Road, Warrandyte.

Dear Editor,
I want to voice my lack of confidence in
the current council re this issue. At the
meeting on Tuesday night Paul McLeish
voted for the council proposal however 17
months ago he voted for the residents. Meg
Downie who is our councillor has never
support the residents, yet two councillors
who are not from our ward and one from
our ward voted for us.
Paul McLeish did acknowledge that the
council had handled this matter badly.
The proposal put forward by the Rep panel was $1,000,000 cheaper but the council
refuses to acknowledge that.
I am at a loss as to what more to say other than “the supporting councillors have
pulled the rug out from under us.”
Kind regards
Karin Mead

To the editor,
I wish to express my outrage at Manningham City Council push to have
the residents of Melbourne Hill Road
pay for the drainage upgrade. They
clearly were not interested in listening to our voices and in particular two
of our Ward Councillors, Meg Downie
and Paul McLeish, for not supporting

its constituents and council’s fixation
on its original Scheme which for them
was always going to be a foregone
conclusion for success.
What’s the point of having a council
if it doesn’t represent its people????
Ian
Melbourne Hill Road resident

Dear Diary,
I fail to understand why most of our
council and elected representatives,
have paid such scant regard to the needs

and concerns of our area, with particular
reference to Melbourne Hill Rd.
Thanks to Sophie Galbally however.
Pauline Saaksjarvi.

	
  

Editor,
OLIVIGNA AD 1/4pgDear
_DIARY

I rarely saw council workers and
was never aware if any maintenance
other than this very occasional
grading. The council enjoyed the
revenue from the ratepayers, allowed houses to be built and took
the money without putting much
back in.
This is why I believe that it is solely
the council’s responsibility to maintain the storm water system, tweak
it by all means, but if it ain't broke
... don't fix it!
Kieron and Michelle Heffernan
Melbourne Hill Rd

Our property has never flooded and
I feel we should not have to pay for
a 1 in 100 year event that does not
affect us.
The council has never taken an
interest in maintaining the drains
in our street, only when complaints
are made by residents. If they had
have listened a long time ago they
could have done something about
this but now they are only driven
by the fear of being sued.
John Luttick
Melbourne Hill Rd
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Now available…

Handmade
Hampers
at Olivigna
…Your great
Italian Escape
WINERY OLIVE GROVE RESTAURANT
54-56 BRUMBYS RD WARRANDYTE
OLIVIGNA.COM.AU (03)9844 4676
P.S WE’RE CLOSED DEC 25–JAN 13
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Wonnies rock Warrandyte
By TOBY WARD

IF you happened to be at the Wonnies
Battle of the Bands last Sunday, you
could have been forgiven for thinking
you had stepped into a professional
concert arena.
Held at Anderson’s Creek Primary
School, Wonnies’ annual gig showcased the talents of students from
local schools including Anderson’s
Creek, Donvale, Eastwood, Kalinda,
St Anne’s and Vermont.
First place went to Vermont Primary School, who delivered two powerful rock performances. All The Small
Things by Blink 182 was followed by
a rendition of Foo Fighters’ Everlong
that left the audience in raptures.
Kalinda Primary School took out
second place, with Donvale Primary
coming third and rounding out the
top three.
Playing to an audience of more than
380 people, 83 students enthralled
the crowd over the course of the
afternoon.
“I definitely feel nervous,” said
nine-year-old Espen ‘EJ’ Van Gestal
before his performance with Kalinda
Primary School.
Oakland Production’s expert lighting illuminated the budding, young
rock stars and had provided a sound
system that any professional performer would be proud of.
After just one term of rehearsals, St
Anne's Primary School was awarded
the Best Up-and-Coming Band. A
12-piece outfit, it was the largest
group at the Battle of the Bands
and will have to find a way to share
the trophy between all the band
members.
The hosts of the competition,
Anderson’s Creek Primary School,
played songs by The Black Keys and
Taylor Swift with a distinctive groove
and rhythm that saw Amelia Drew
awarded Best Keyboardist.
Warrandyte High School group
Quiet Bedlam performed as one of
the Superbands, a concept initiated
by Wonnies founder and director
Scott Van Gestal that sees the best

Pictures: BEN DICKSON
(TANGENTE PHOTOGRAPHY)

Open letter to
members and the
community

Dear editor
I refer to the letter to the editor recently published in the Warrandyte
Diary on the subject of the Greyburn
Cup competition.
In recent times, the Greyburn Cup
competition has lacked teams/players. Indeed, as recent as 7 October
2015, an email was sent by us to
existing teams advising that the competition had been reduced to only
four (4) with ongoing withdrawals
and forfeits. So after consultation
with the Greyburn Cup competition
contact, Robert Warner, the decision
was made to cease the competition.
Warrandyte Basketball Association
respects, supports and fosters competition in ALL facets of our community. We are constantly striving to
include where possible all members
of our local and wider communities
in the fantastic game, which is basketball, and will always keep you all
informed of our endeavours.
Regards,
Craig Davidson, President
Warrandyte Basketball

Touched by support
students from previous competitions
play together and demonstrate Wonnies’ depth of talent.
“It is an event that is unique with
primary school bands,” says Scott.
“No other company is doing what
we are doing for these students and
this event will continue to grow in
the future, due to the support of the
local community.”
Wonnies Battle of the Bands is supported by almost 30 local sponsors
including Warrandyte Community
Bank and the Warrandyte Diary. And
Scott’s delight with the community’s engagement is reflected by the
promise of future Battle of the Bands.
“Trevor Gibbs (ACPS principal) has
said he would like to see this event
being held in Warrandyte and stay
in Warrandyte for a number of years
yet,” says Scott.

Warrandyte Cellars
Bridge Arcade Shops OPEN 7 days 9844 5590

TASTINGS EVERY FRIDAY
from 5–8pm

We are a family business that prides itself on being one of the last true
wine cellars constantly searching for the best products from family owned
and produced boutique vineyards.
We offer sensational wines from all over Australia, with a great collection
of hard to find vintage wines, quality cleanskins, over 200 craft beers
and Australian spirits. We actively source the best wines available which
enables us to buy wine on its taste and value, not a reputation or brand name.
Unique products, great deals, and wonderful customer service.
We aim to please!

Come and open your eyes to a whole new wine experience!
Shops 3&4, 242 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5590 warrandytecellars@bigpond.com
www.warrandytecellars.com
TRADING Monday to Saturday 11am–8pm Sunday & Public Holidays 11am–6pm

Dear Diary,
Finding myself living at the epicenter
of the horrific attacks that wracked
Paris three weeks ago, I was deeply
touched to hear from friends, neighbours and others from the Warrandyte community.
The 10th area in Paris where I live,
and which bore the brunt of attacks,
has a strong sense of community,
much like I felt in Warrandyte growing up.
If I could draw one positive from
the aftermath, it’s that mass-scale
tragedies such as this, and indeed
the Black Saturday fires, often have
the result of drawing communities
closer together. And in recent days I
have felt privileged to feel the presence not only of the community I’m
part of in Paris, but also the one I will
always belong to back home.
Sam Davies, Paris
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Fighting fire – and for their lives
By SAMMI TAYLOR

WARRANDYTE’S volunteer fire fighters aren’t just fighting fires —they’re
fighting for their lives and health to
be viewed as equal in the eyes of
the law.
Volunteer fire fighters from three
local brigades met MP Ryan Smith
at the Warrandyte CFA last month
to pledge their support for equal
cancer laws for volunteer and staff
fire fighters.
The pledge aims to send a strong
message to the state government,
encouraging them to pass legislation that would make it simpler and
easier for volunteer fire fighters to
receive compensation for cancer
caused by their volunteer duties.
Fire fighters are prone to develop
12 different types of cancers due
to smoke inhalation and chemicals
burned at the incidents they respond to. But under Victorian law,
volunteer fire fighters have to tick a
number of boxes in order to prove
what incident caused their cancer.
If they can’t provide evidence, they
don’t receive compensation.
Paid staff receive immediate financial attention to help pay for their
treatment, without question — it is
automatically assumed the illness

was contracted on the job.
But volunteer fire fighter Lynda
Hamilton, from the Warrandyte CFA
Brigade, says cancer doesn’t discriminate, regardless of whether or
not you’re on the payroll.
“We want volunteers to have ac-

cess to the same rights as career
fire-fighters. Because cancer doesn’t
discriminate between a paid or unpaid person,” Lynda says.
“We’re dealing with really nasty
cancers here. All we’re asking for is
access to equal compensation.”

The South Australian government
introduced legislation earlier this
year to protect volunteer fire fighters, which is a model Bill Watson,
president of Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria District 13, says Victoria
should adopt.

“There’s no distinctions between
the two [volunteer and paid]. The
government is looking at putting in
criteria around that and conditions
for volunteers. We would see that as
discriminatory. It isn’t appropriate
and it doesn’t reflect what is actually
happening with our fire services.
We work side by side with our staff
fire-fighters with no problem,” Watson says.
“It’s not about volunteers and staff
getting a free ride on cancer, its just
about making the process a little bit
simpler.”
MP Ryan Smith joins MP Matthew
Guy, Nationals leader Peter Walsh,
Evelyn MP Christine Fyffe, Shadow
Minister for Emergency Services
Brad Battin and at least five other
state MPs in signing the pledge.
“Our local volunteers do a great
job protecting the community and
should be supported. I was very
proud to sign the pledge saying that
I would support presumptive legislation that is equal to all fire-fighters,
career and volunteer alike,” Mr
Smith says.
For more information visit
Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria
at www.vfbv.com.au

NBN to arrive from 2017
By DAVID HOGG

IN the past month NBN Co has announced plans for the next three
years of National Broadband Network implementation and for the
first time it includes Warrandyte.
The NBN press release suggests
950 premises in Kangaroo Ground,
Panton Hill, Warrandyte East and
Wonga Park North will receive NBN
by Fixed Wireless with construction
expected to start in the first quarter
of 2017.
A further 4100 premises in Warrandyte, North Warrandyte and Wonga
Park will receive NBN by Fibre-tothe Node (FTTN) with construction
expected to start in the second half
of 2017.
That’s the good news.
The bad news is the press release
is very scant on detail. The obvious
first observation is that those dates
are for commencement of work, with
no indication as to when they will be
complete and operational.
Furthermore, NBN Co is unable or
unwilling at this stage to give any
indication of where the wireless
towers will be placed or the actual
wireless coverage, nor can it provide
any map of where the nodes will be
located for most of the residents
who will receive FTTN.
Placement of those nodes is very
important, as those right next to a
node could attain a download speed
of near 100 Mbit/sec but with speed
deteriorating rapidly with distance.
At one kilometre away the speed is
down to about 25 Mbit/sec and at
1.5km down to 15 Mbit/sec.
In his last days as federal minister for communications, Malcolm

Turnbull was seen opening the first
FTTN system in Umina NSW and
claimed to have achieved speeds
of 94 Mbit/sec (download) and 36
Mbit/sec (upload) at a distance of
190 metres from the node cabinet.
I will stop short of suggesting those
figures were fudged, but possibly
obtained under the most favourable
conditions with modern copper for
the last section, unlike the legacy

cables that run through Warrandyte.
Those with Fixed Wireless coverage would be limited to 20 Mbit/sec
at the present technology, but by
the time it is implemented in 2017
or beyond, the technology should
be up to 100 Mbit/sec with much less
deterioration of speed over distance
from the tower.
Of course, one has to remember
the basic pricing for NBN services is

similar to our current ADSL pricing
but only up to a speed of 15Mbit/
sec (an improvement on most ADSL
services).
Above that speed, the user must
pay a premium for each of the higher
tiers of up to 25, 50 and 100 Mbit/
sec respectively. So in answer to a
number of readers’ questions, when
the NBN finally arrives, your speed
will not magically increase from your

present ADSL at 3 Mbit/sec to 100
M bit/sec.
The most you will get is 15 Mbit/sec
unless you’re prepared to pay more,
and even then higher speeds may or
may not be available depending on
your location.
In the absence of any help from
NBN Co in producing maps of the
proposed coverage area for Warrandyte, we have come up with our
first “best efforts” map of where the
coverage might be.
The areas shown in pink are the
FTTN area taken off an NBN national
map and should be accurate. The
area in blue is an approximate guess
as to where Fixed Wireless coverage
might be for Warrandyte East given
we know it is proposed to place
a tower in the vicinity of Haslams
Track. We have not yet determined
where towers will be placed to cover
Kangaroo Ground and Wonga Park
North.
This map will be enhanced to show
these when known, and eventually
enlarged to show the actual placement of FTTN node cabinets within
the streets of Warrandyte.
It is quite reasonable that placement of FTTN nodes is still under
investigation, but we cannot accept
that the footprints of the Fixed Wireless towers are not known, given the
planning to date that has resulted
in Expressions of Interest for the
location of the towers.
As NBN Co will not give us this
information freely, the Diary will
be putting in formal Freedom of
Information requests and we will
update you in due course as more
information comes to hand.

HEAR more AT Christmas GATHERINGS
Beat the Christmas Rush 

FREE HOME TRIAL OF DIGITAL HEARING AID
It is time to make a difference this Christmas
Your Local Hearing Care Expert - Call Us Now!

Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Rd, Warrandyte

|

Ph. 9844 5863

|

ivoryhearing.com.au
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croydon

BAR & CAFE
NOW OPEN!

Melbournes Best Movie Prices!

Yes you can take
your drink into
the movie!

(CTC)

(CTC)

(CTC)

THE FORCE AWAKENS

NOW SHOWING IN 2D & 3D*

TUESDAYS
.50
ALL TICKETS $8
ALL MOVIES
ALL SESSIONS

STARTS DECEMBER 26TH

ET
MOVIE TICK
T
L
U
AD
$12.50

CHILDREN/ S
CONCESSION
$9.50

*$3 surcharge applies to all 3D Movies.

STARTS DECEMBER 26TH

ET
MOVIE TICK
R
IO
SEN
$7.50

STARTS DECEMBER 26TH

SUNDAY &
MONDAY
.00
ALL TICKETS $6
AFTER 6PM

EARLY BIRD
Y DAY
SESSIONS EVER N 27
TO JA
FROM DEC 26
SESSIONS,
L
AL
,
ALL MOVIES
FORE
ALL TICKETS BE
8
$
Y
NL
O
11AM

(CTC)

THE GOOD

DINOSAUR

(CTC)

(CTC)

STARTS JANUARY 14TH

STARTS DEC 26TH IN 2D & 3D*

1, 3-5 Hewish Rd, Croydon VIC 3136. Phone: (03) 9725 6544

STARTS JANUARY 7TH

STARTS JANUARY 7TH

www.croydoncinemas.com.au
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JULIE QUINTON

To continue to provide a fun, safe and
Christmas is love, gratitude and reflection
clean hotel environment for all to enjoy. I
to me. I truly believe we all really do need to
would love to see our wonderful Warrandyte be the change we want to see in the world.
market continue to grow and perhaps see a My 2016 resolution is celebrate our commutwilight market at some point next year.
nity and pay it forward for a kinder world.

DAVID TYNAN

ALAN CORNELL

JOCK MACNEISH

ROGER KIBELL

My wish is that the people of Warrandyte enjoy a year of safety, good health
and a robust skepticism of claims development is good for the environment. My
resolution is to make that wish come true.

My resolution is to remain vertical, relatively sane and able to enjoy the company of
family and friends. Warrandyte needs to stay
the Warrandyte we love.

RYAN SMITH

Our dear old hall has long been part of the
I try to minimise my global footprint by
As they are growing up fast, I aim to spend
lifeblood of the Warrandyte community - I
recycling the same resolutions each year. It
more time with my son and daughter in
resolve to increase our support further for
keeps me motivated not to achieve them. 2016. Next year, Warrandyte needs to see an
our local artistic endeavours.
For Warrandyte? Share our special blessings increase in police numbers, work to begin
with a broader mix of people and cultures.
on freeing up the traffic congestion and a
We're pretty white sandwich loaf and could
continuation of the great community enuse a few slices of multi-grain.
gagement Warrandyte is famous for.

EMMA EDMONDS

SARAH VALENTINE

BENJAMIN COOPER

GREG KENNEDY

To do what ever we can to ensure our community and our world is safe from all the
strange events surrounding us at present.
I hope we have a fire free summer and our
community continues to grow and develop
the great spirit of Warrandyte and that obviously involves the Grand as a focal point.

SCOTT PODMORE

Less computer and more outdoors time.
To release a five track EP. What I'd love to
To stay grounded. For Warrandyte, I’d like
What he said (left). Also to spend more
Neighbourhood House is hoping to build a
see in Warrandyte next year is more com- to see everyone make an effort for the comtime with my children and win Tattslotto.
community art bench in 2016. I’d love to get munity events/markets - fresh food markets, munity to return to its core values. There’s
For Warrandyte, the dream is for a solution
together people who have met on Facebook, night markets etc with live music, yummy
too much nasty crap going on with the
to our dire traffic situation, no bushfires and
but not in person to help make the bench
food and some delicious ciders. Gives peosocial media pages. We’re a community of
everyone to stay safe. Oh yeah, and a Vietand meet new friends in our community.
ple something to do at night in Warrandyte. good people and we have to remember that.
namese restaurant would be really nice!
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Wake up call
continues

THE all important Stop. One Punch
Can Kill awareness campaigners
are working closely with the Warrandyte sporting community, cricket scribe RYAN HOIBERG reports.
STOP. One Punch Can Kill's message of stopping senseless acts of
violence to create a safer community
continues to be actively supported
by Warrandyte sporting organisations.
Following in the Warrandyte Football Club's recognition of this important awareness campaign, Warrandyte Cricket Club has partnered
with Stop. One Punch Can Kill to
further spread their message across
the various groups of men and women involved with the club.
Founder of the organisation Caterina Politi recently visited the
club, speaking with Warrandyte
Cricket Club president Greg Warren
about further work the club can do
to help convey the message to the
community.
"Warrandyte Cricket Club has such
a strong place in the Warrandyte
community, it is important that we
continue to support Stop. One Punch
Can Kill's message and work with
our members to ensure they have
proper education and knowledge
of this important cause,” Greg said.
“Many of our members have known
victims and have been deeply affected by events caused by anti-social
behaviour and we need to work
closely together to ensure the lessons we can learn from these events
are passed across to all members of
the club.”
Greg said the partnership was
something the Greater Warrandyte
sporting community should see as
a big step in the right direction.
The Warrandyte Cricket Club and
sporting facilities should be seen as
safe, social environments, and it is
the duty of the sporting clubs and
members to ensure participants are
aware of basic duties in protecting
each other.
If the Warrandyte Cricket Club
and Warrandyte Football Club can
help members of the Warrandyte
community re-think their attitude
towards alcohol, drugs and aggression towards others, then everyone
else can and it is the duty of the
members from our sporting clubs to
help promote the Stop. One Punch
Can Kill’s message.
visit stoponepunchcankill.org

December 2015
Greg Champion

Warwick Leeson

Burning off
will cost you

REGARDLESS of the fluctuating
weather conditions, police remind
residents there can be no burning off
during the fire danger period.
Apart from large fines being issued
to the property owner or person
lighting the fire, there is still a high
risk that travelling embers from the
fire may cause a bushfire.
If that occurs, criminal charges
may follow. The maximum penalty
for intentionally or recklessly causing a bushfire is 15 years imprisonment.
+++
SOME time between November 3
and 4, a home in Campbell Court in
Warrandyte was broken into after
thieves forced open a window located at the front of the house.
+++

White Ribbon mission
against violence to women
By SCOTT PODMORE
NILLUMBIK White Ribbon Ambassadors held a
special event in Eltham last month providing information about how the White Ribbon organisation
came into being and how it has evolved.
So how did White Ribbon start?
Warrandyte’s Warwick Leeson, OAM and chair
of the Nillumbik White Ribbon Ambassadors Network, explains: “On the afternoon of 6 December
1989, a man walked into the École Polytechnique
University in Montreal and massacred 14 of his female classmates. His actions traumatised a nation
and brought the issue of violence against women
to the forefront of our collective consciousness.
“Two years later, a handful of men in Toronto decided they had a responsibility to speak out about
and work to stop men’s violence against women.
As a result, the White Ribbon Campaign in Canada
became an annual awareness-raising event, held
between November 25 and December 6.”
So in 1999, the United Nations General Assembly
declared November 25 as the International Day
for the Elimination of Violence against Women,
with a white ribbon as its iconic symbol.

White Ribbon began in Australia in 2003.
Supt Victoria Police Family Violence Command,
Matthew Ryan explained on the night the need
for generational cultural shift and how his team
is able to track potential serial abusers and, hopefully, protect women from family violence; he also
outlined how many abusers have planned their
“controlling” strategies even before they have met
their victims.
Greg Champion and Richard Costello provided
entertainment and there was lots of networking
taking place.
Mr Leeson provided some compelling statistics:
78 women killed by men so far this year; 1 in 5
women (aged between 15-44) is sexually abused;
1 in 4 is emotionally abused; 1 in 3 is physically
abused; in half the cases where a woman is assaulted or abused, a child witnesses the event.
“All in all, an interesting and highly informative event, with lots of men, by their presence,
supporting the White Ribbon pledge: ‘I will stand
up, speak out and act to prevent men’s violence
against women’,” Mr Leeson told the Diary.

A MAZDA ute in Warrandyte was
forcibly broken into and numerous
items were stolen between November 6 and 7.
+++
ON November 12 a home in Pamela
Court, Warrandyte, was burgled after
thieves forced open a rear window to
gain entry to the property.
+++
SOME time between November 12
and 16 a burglary took place at a
garden shed in Wattle Blossom Road,
Warrandyte. Entry to this shed was
forced and power tools were stolen.
+++
ON either November 14 or 15, a Holden Rodeo was stolen from Rainbow
Valley Road, Park Orchards.
+++
WARRANDYTE Police and Manningham Crime Investigation Unit
Detectives encourage calls to 000
to report any immediate suspicious
activity. To provide information to
police about possible illegal activity
of a non-urgent nature, residents are
urged to call Crime Stoppers on 1800
333 000. Alternatively you can now
visit www.crimestoppersvic.com.au
to provide an online report.

What a gem!
By SCOTT PODMORE

New fire hydrant a beaut gesture
YARRA Valley Water recently joined
forces with North Warrandyte CFA’s contractors, Melbourne Pipelines and Downer Group to provide North Warrandyte
with a new fire hydrant free of charge as
a thank you to the community for their
patience with our sewer works over the
past 18 months. Pictured recently were

(front) North Warrandyte CFA captain
Michael Keating and Luke Hateley, project manager, Yarra Valley Water, and
(back) Craig Miller, Yarra Valley Water’s
Martin Cooper, Melbourne Pipelines
managing director Leigh Sinclair and
Simon Feldtmann, project engineer from
the Downer Group.

A POP up rock and mineral shop will operate
in the small green tin studio opposite Roundabout Café in Yarra Street.
“It was a last minute idea prior to our indefinite relocation to New York City,” says Rock
and Mineral Store owner Yvonne Jiew.
Opening hours are Tuesday to Sunday from
10am to 6pm and during the last week of Christmas the store will be opened every day until
late and closed from December 24t at 5pm and
reopen again on Boxing Day at 10am.
“Our shop focuses on high grade jewellery
and uses high quality findings for jewellery, the
bulk of the stock being A-grade although we
do carry lesser grade material but our target
market for those clients who only want the best
pieces,” Yvonne said. “We also carry unique
and rare stock faceted stones and cabochons.
We can offer beading on request.
The company services clients from all around
the world including the US, Europe and China
with a good domestic following from lapidary
clubs and jewellers.
What differentiates Rock and Mineral Store
from a crystal shop is that it is primarily focused on the quality of the piece and it's scientifc and geological origins. They stock minerals
for reference materials and its client portfolio
include universities, collectors, geologists and
budding small collectors (kids).
“I was always interested in rocks as a child
often stumbling over the ground to pick up
small glittery objects,” Yvonne told the Diary.
“As an adult I didn't realise my passion until
seven years ago when I eventually joined a local lapidary club as advised by the Museum of
Victoria at that stage. My father loved antiques
and jade and was an amateur collector so I
guess some of that rubbed off on me.

“The business started small intially online
before it grew and we started doing gem shows
and travelled all over Australia and the US.
“I source my stones, minerals, fossils, meteorites and jewellery from all around the world
(inlcuding the US, India, China, Indonesia and
the Cook Islands) and I also cut my own pieces
of rock and make the ocassional jewellery.
“Although online trading was the start of the
business we gradually grew and started to sell
direct to jewellers and trade on a wholesale
scale.
“Some of the stones/ product that we carry
include Australian semi precious and precious
stones such as opals an chrysoprase and I also
specialise in south sea and freshwater pearls as
well as gemstones, minerals and fossils from all
around the world,” Yvonne says. “This year's
emphasis has been Turquoise - American and
Australian.”
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Health & Wellness
Warrandyte
ELCOME to the Diary’s
first ever Health &
Wellness lift-out guide.
The health and wellness industry is thriving in Warrandyte as a diverse offering of both
conventional and complementary
services is available to all residents.
There is no doubting the necessity
of a more traditional medical route
and all of science’s benefits on the
health front, but a universal shift in
approach and thinking allows all of
us so much more choice today.
So here is our four page guide
showcasing just some of the wonderful options available whether
it be homeopathy, massage, reiki,
energy healing, reflexology, NLP

life coaching, integrative pathology,
yoga, osteopathy, dental care, hearing health, personal fitness training, neurostructural integration
technique (a form of Bowen Therapy), psychotherapy, meditation,
crystals, and creative dance.
That’s just scratching the surface.
“It’s not so much ‘alternative’,
which is the term that’s been traditionally used for a long time now which is more of a separation when
it comes to describing it - but it’s
now complementary in an integrative way with orthodox and natural
working together,” says Jane Offer,
owner of The Purple Dragonfly in
Yarra Street.
A relative newcomer to Warrandyte with her now well known

“complementary services” hub,
Jane’s business also offers workshops and all sorts of interesting
modalities to suit your needs and
interests.
She says the “shift” in the way
people approach their health and
wellness has infiltrated around the
world for some time now.
“Many people need a medical
route, of course, but they can also
help their own body to deal with
that and heal quicker,” she says.
“In America we worked with a
hospital where there was a whole
wing that was working with acupuncture, massage and qigong, and
those sort of things, so there was
a big opening and the integrative
side of it has become very much

more well known and really wanted by people.”
Jane points out Warrandyte has a
wealth of resources and every person is unique, so it’s about finding
the right fit.
“Warrandyte is fabulous, it’s a
place where people are very much
aware and more open than some
areas I’ve been to, and it’s really
heartening to see that,” she says.
“For complementary therapies it’s
about finding what resonates with
you and the person who resonates
with you and who understands
your uniqueness. There are people
in the Warrandyte area who are
skilled in doing that.”
So step inside and find your perfect match…

The Purple Dragonfly
Natural Health & Wellbeing Centre
Natural Therapies

Natural Health & Locally Made Products

Soul Mastery

Workshops

Unique Gifts Books Journals Crystals

Meditation

Accredited Courses

VIP Night 9th December 5pm-7.30pm

Sound Healing

Interest Groups

Visit us at 256 Yarra Street Warrandyte
Tasters  03 9844 5294
www.thepurpledragonfly.com.au

Readings

School Holiday Program
Personal Development
Readings
Readings

Personal Development
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Reconnect Your Life
AMAZING & AFFORDABLE
hearing aids that will improve your life!

FREE
TO
T R Y!
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Our wealth of
The Purple Dragonfly

Where: Tills Drive, Warrandyte.
The lowdown: As one client says: “My healing session
was life changing. It cleared old energy that was holding me
back, leaving me free to step forward into life without all the
baggage.”
Dee Goodison has 25 years experience in the beauty industry. She is a medical intuitive, reiki master and combines
these healing modalities within her massage.
These treatments have an incredibly powerful healing
effect on the body, are customised to your individual needs
and are blended with Indigenous hot rocks, crystals, reiki
and reflexology.
Dee creates a profound sense of peace and wellness within
the body. Her energy work can shift and release anxiety (especially within children), relieve chronic aches and pains,
boosts the immune system and assist in totally de-stressing
the body.
Gift Vouchers are available for someone special.
Contact: Call 0429 881 103 or find ZenQua on Facebook.

Where: 256 Yarra St, Warrandyte.
The lowdown: WITH experienced wellness practitioners at
the helm, Jane and David Offer, co-creators of Spectrum
Health Trust in the UK for more than 20 years, The Purple
Dragonfly offers an holistic approach to health and wellbeing for the residents of Warrandyte and surrounds.
The Purple Dragonfly has products and gifts for body,
mind and soul, as well as workshops and several natural
treatments including homeopathy, reiki, intuitive healing,
reflexology, massage and crystal balancing, hypnotherapy
and more. There are yoga sessions, meditations and sound
bath meditation plus tarot, psychic, medium and soul mastery readings.
“We also do holistic energy healing which is another
form healing which balances out the internal and external energy systems to get the body ready to heal itself,
because at the end of the day whatever happens the body
heals itself,” Jane told the Diary.
Workshops complete the picture covering many subjects
including creative writing, working with new paradigm
energy, dowsing, angels, tarot and much more.
Jane has a background in teaching and counselling.
After her daughter was diagnosed with chronic fatigue
syndrome, she became passionate about natural health
when she saw the benefits her daughter received – “finally curing the condition”.
That spawned the birth of the Spectrum Health Trust
in Bedfordshire UK, with 29 modalities offered to the
community each week. The not for profit Natural Health
Centre not only became a recognised training centre for
practitioners offering government-funded programs for
disenfranchised young people and young offenders in
prison, but also received many referrals from doctors and
specialists for their patients to receive healing modalities.
“Often the doctors came themselves for treatment,” Jane
told the Diary.
Jane and David were planning to retire when the Warrandyte shop presented itself “out of the blue”. They are
now resurrecting the healing method modalities they
offered in the UK and are creating a team of practitioners

SheEarth

Warrandyte Osteopathy

Where: 108 Yarra St, Warrandyte (beside the pub)
The lowdown: SheEarth is a family run bohemian gemstone boutique showcasing a variety of unusual gemstone
jewellery, ornamental stone giftware, rare crystals and other
natural specimens.
“All our pieces are made by or for us from stones we traverse all seven continents to hand select; going down mines,
out bush, across lava fields and many strange places in
between to unearth hidden treasure,” Bianca McGuirk says.
With a gemmologist (FGAA), reiki practitioner and crystal
healer on staff SheEarth is unique as it caters to both metaphysical and scientific aspects of gemstones.
“As each stone has individual healing properties we can
assist in finding the right piece for you, and if desired can
create customized items to complement any star sign, numerology or metaphysical purpose,” Bianca says.
So whether you love crystals for their energetic healing or
you are a specimen collector, SheEarth will have something
to Rock your Gem loving heart.
Open Wednesday to Sunday 11am to 4pm, sometimes a little
earlier and/or later on “especially beautiful days”.
Contact: 9844 5525 or visit www.SheEarth.com.au

Where: Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Rd, Warrandyte (next
to Ruby Tuesday)
The lowdown: Warrandyte Osteopathy has been fixing and
relieving clients for the past 13 years at its Melbourne Hill
Road clinic.
Osteopathy is a manual medicine focused on treating the
cause of musculoskeletal problems not just their symptoms. It
looks at all of the body's systems, both internal and external,
in order to help the overall health and well-being of the body.
“Here at Warrandyte Osteopathy we encourage the whole
community and surrounding regions to come in and have a
treatment with one of our osteopaths,” Richard Pearce says.
“We can treat everything from headaches and jaw problems
to feet and toe problems and treat all age groups.
“We can give advice on gym and rehabilitation programs,
general exercise programs and overall health and wellbeing
strategies.”
Contact: If you have any questions or queries or just want
to ask us some questions, please feel free to call the clinic
9844 2465 or email us at ringwoodosteopathy@hotmail.com.
Otherwise please visit our online site
www.osteopathymelbourne.org and make a booking
online.

CALL 9844 5863

ZenQua Massage & Healing

SheEarth

December 2015

108 Yarra St, Warrandyte | www.SheEarth.com.au

Acupuncture
Warrandyte
Sam Dudgeon
B.Hlth Sc. Ac, MA AppSc. (Chinese
Herbal Medicine) Dip RM. TTM. REF,
Member ATMS, AHPRA

ACUPUNCTURE – HERBAL MEDICINE – TRADITIONAL CUPPING
REMEDIAL MASSAGE – THAI MASSAGE – REFLEXOLOGY – TUINA

82 Yarra Street, Warrandyte | Call 0402 087 693

www.tcmwarrandyte.com

Muscle Magic
Where: Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte
The lowdown: Tiffany Black has certainly made an impression with the "Magic" touch she’s already well renowned for
with her popular Muscle Magic which is coming up to its
second anniversary here in Warrandyte.
A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning muscles, tendons and ligaments.
“The work I do is for the treatment of acute and chronic
conditions, for example headaches and migraines, neck and
shoulder pain, back pain, heel spurs and Plantar Fasciitis,
hip/knee pain and golf/tennis elbow,” Tiffany tells the Diary.
“We are registered with Workcover and Team Care Arrangements and Muscle Magic is open Monday to Friday
9am-5pm and late nights on Thursdays.
Contact: Muscle Magic 9844 5495 or find us on Facebook –
“read our reviews!”
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health choices

Massage with healing
Indigenous hot rocks, crystals, reiki & reflexology.
ZenQua Tills Drive, Warrandyte

For appointments call Dee 0429 881 103

Serving the community for 13 years

to promote, practice and support natural health and wellbeing.
“This is an area of work that is impossible to retire from,”
said Jane, who now lives in Warrandyte with her husband.
“Once we had made the decision to rent the shop and
launch The Purple Dragonfly, everything simply fell into
place – we have also been fortunate to attract the right people to work with us at exactly the right time, many of whom
are local people.”
The Offers say they are thrilled to be offering the community a complete wellness program designed to achieve
and maintain health holistically and naturally while also
working in a complementary manner alongside allopathic
approaches to health.
“We are never considered to be alternative but complementary. Everything has its place and we feel our place
is in Warrandyte to share, learn and grow together,” Jane
said.
Contact: To find out the various services, therapies and
workshops offered at The Purple Dragonfly visit the shop
at 256 Yarra St or call 9844 5294.

Claire Hudson-McAuley,
Psychotherapist, RN
Where: Warrandyte Rd. North Ringwood and Richmond
The lowdown: Stress and trauma happen every day. Often,
we simply get on with life, but sometimes our experience
stays with us, haunts us in some way. There may be an
aftermath, such as low self -esteem, poor quality of life, relationship issues, repeated patterns of behaviour that you
would like to change, shame and loneliness, addictions, and
physical, emotional or mental health issues.
“I offer a safe, effective psychotherapy service, dedicated to the treatment of complex or long term trauma and
stress,” Warrandyte’s Claire Hudson-McAuley tells the Diary.
“Thanks to recent advances in neuroscience, neuroplasticity
and neurobiology, there are new and better ways to heal
stress and trauma.”
Contact: 0408 509110 or www.the-growing-heart.com

We treat:
Headaches
Back pain
Sporting Injuries
Find us at Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte on 9844 2465 or jump online and book at

www.osteopathymelbourne.org

otherwise pop in

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation

RivvaPT

Yoga Shala Space

Where: 4-5, 266 Yarra Street, Warrandyte.
The lowdown: First things first - rivvaPT is not a gym, according to its main man and Diary columnist Chris Sharp.
“rivvaPT is a health and fitness Studio as opposed to a
gymnasium,” he says. “That essentially means we operate
on an appointment system and provide the individualised
attention of your own health coach during every workout.
RivvaPT has members in their early teens through to those
in their 70s - those who have always had fitness in their life
and those who have never worked out before.
“We teach and inspire our people to reach their fitness goals
with proven and well-rounded techniques and guidance.”
RivvaPT’s health coaches (founder Chris and Meaghan)
ensure each client receives a perfectly (and individually)
balanced blend of guidance in relation to our three key
elements: exercise, nutrition, and time management.
When you have these three elements in perfect synergy
sustainable results can be achieved.
RivvaPT is a professional service, not simply a facility. It's
a popular one with the Warrandyte locals.
Contact: 9844 0768, visit rivvapt.com.au or find them on
Facebook.

Where: Warrandyte Victory room, Mondays morning and
afternoon.
The lowdown: Welcome to the Yoga Shala Space, a yoga hub in
the heart of Warrandyte. Inspired by a desire to bring a variety
of yoga styles and practices to the Warrandyte area, Yoga Shala
Space has been created by three local experienced yoga teachers, Annie Fogarty, Laura Wheeler and Michelle Gregg-Rowan.
As dedicated yoga practitioners, Annie, Laura and Michelle
believe that there is a yoga style to suit every body and they
are passionate about offering a studio space that is beautiful,
full of integrity and run by skillful, non-dogmatic, warm and
compassionate teachers.
“Yoga Shala Space de-bunks the cult of flexibility that yoga
has assumed, and instead offers students an experience of
becoming more comfortable and at home in their own bodies,
more at ease and at peace in their minds, and ultimately more
open and spacious in their hearts,” says Michelle. “So whether you are looking for strong, dynamic, powerful movement,
slow flow, deep opening with quiet Yin, the rest and repair of
restorative, or you are blessed with the gift of pregnancy, we
have a class for you.”
Contact: 0415 981 969 or visit www.yogashalaspace.com.au

Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Like us

Healthy
Mind
Coaching
Madeline Kessler
Master Life Coach
Call 0414 432 143
mkess@outlook.com

Ivory Hearing
Where: Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Rd, Warrandyte
The lowdown: Ivory Hearing is an audiologist-owned independent hearing clinic that provides professional and caring
hearing services to help people communicate better in their
everyday life. “We welcome and serve all adults, pensioners, retirees, seniors and veterans. We take care of all your
hearing needs – a hearing test, hearing loss management,
consultation, hearing aids prescription, batteries, repair and
more,” Ivory Hearing’s DK Ting told the Diary.
“As a local business, we do our best to make hearing care
more accessible to everyone. We make our hearing aids
more reliable and affordable to give people a peace of mind.
We have longer opening times (Mon – Fri: 9am – 5.30pm, Sat:
By appointment) for those with time constraints. For any
hearing issues, Ivory Hearing is here for you.”
Conact: 03 9844 5863 or visit ivoryhearing.com.au

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook
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Lighting the way
to good health
COLOUR LIGHT THERAPY
Where: Warrandyte & The Purple Dragonfly in
Yarra St.
The lowdown: Colour Light Therapy is an emerging field that many have found very effective, even
when nothing else has worked.
Warrandyte’s Andrew Barrett says he experienced
the profound effects as a client and became inspired
to train as a therapist so he can help others.
“Light and colour is used to restore health, vitality
and balance; to clear physical and emotional pain;
and to enhance performance and learning,” Andrew

HEALTHY MIND COACHING
Where: Possum Hollow Natural Health in Warrandyte and
Eastland Natural Health in
Ringwood.
The lowdown: “Madeline’s
work with me has changed my
life. I can’t thank her enough
for her gifted guidance and
I am excited about what’s
ahead,” says one client who
has had the Healthy Mind
Coaching experience with
Madeline Kessler.
Madeline is an NLP life
coach and intuitive who assists people to reflect, learn
and heal from frustrating patterns, blocks and difficulties
that present in a person’s life.
Healthy Mind Life Review
uses techniques such as hypnosis and time line, assisting
people on a reflective journey
to look at areas in their lives
whereby ongoing challenges
and difficulties continue to
present themselves.
“Through a bird’s eye perspective of life’s patterns, you
have the opportunity to unlock that ‘Aha’ moment shifting you on a deep core level
to become the master of your
own opportunity to create positive change,” Madeline says.
Contact: 0414 432 143,
mkess@outlook.com or search
Healthy Mind Coaching on
Facebook.

KEEP SMILING DENTURES
Where: Lorraine Ave, Warrandyte.
The lowdown: Dental prosthetist Jacqueline Bell is an Artist of
Prosthetic Dentistry providing a
full comprehensive removable prosthetic service, specialising in full
upper and full lower dentures partial
dentures, emergency denture repairs
and custom made protective sports
mouthguards.
Jacqueline’s techniques requires
not only technicial expertise but she
also has a sophisticated understanding of human psychology and an
instinctive eye for aesthetics. Having
your dentures made by Jacqueline
will assist in raising your self-confidence and improve your quality of
life. You can laugh openly again and
no longer have difficulties chewing.
“The unique manufacturing process
at Keep Smiling Dentures guarantees
a superior quality, shade stable and
durable dentures,” Jacqueline says.
“The high quality denture acrylic
will perfectly complement natural
gums and provide the best possible
retention for your artificial teeth. You
can put your trust in the certified
bio-compatible, highly resilient and
shade stable material which resists
against fracture and gives you a high
aesthetic result.”
Jacqueline's work is 100% Australian made right here in the heart of
Warrandyte. Keep Smiling Dentures
offers a free one hour no obligation
comprehensive consultation to discuss all your denture needs.
Contact: Call 9844 4321

HAEMANALYSIS –
INTEGRATIVE PATHOLOGY
Where: Wonga Park, Lower
Plenty and South Yarra.
The lowdown: Tania Delahoy
at Haemanalysis is a highly
experienced medical scientist
with over 18 years experience
in diagnostic/integrative pathology and works closely with
naturopaths and nutritional
medicine practitioners.
“This form of analysis allows
you to see your blood and the
changes it may show right in
front of you, it is fascinating
and engaging and at the same
time is very informative in regards to your internal health,”
Tania explains.
“Different parameters in
your blood are assessed including inflammation, oxidative stress, nutritional status,
metabolic health, immune status, liver and gastrointestinal
health.
"It is an ideal screening tool
for anyone wanting to better
their health and in particular
for children as it is minimally
invasive and they just love seeing their blood magnified in
front of them!”
Contact: Call Tania on
0423 077 033 or message us on
Facebook www.facebook.com/
haemanalysis or visit our website www.haemanalysis.com.au

told the Diary.
Colour Light Therapy is not limited to any specific
pain, illness or disease, is suitable for any age and
can be used for chronic and acute situations.
Light is used on acupuncture points to bring about
an “unblocking” and balancing effect enabling the
body to heal itself. Experience it for yourself with
Andrew’s special offer – first session for $50, a saving of $30.
Contact: 0437 425 061 or visit colourlighthealing.
com.au or facebook.com/colourlighthealing or email
andrew@colourlighthealing.com.au

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE
Where: West End Rd, Warrandyte.
The lowdown: Bhava Yoga and
Dance Centre offers classes for
adults and children.
Bhava Yoga is gentle and inclusive with an integrated approach.
Each class includes relaxation and
meditation. Regular practice will reduce tension of body and mind.
Bhava offers adult meditation to
calm a stressed mind.
Techniques covered will include
mantra, breathing, visualisation
and mindfulness.
“We offer an adult dance class
ranging from meditative movement
to dynamic, with a wide spectrum
of music from Classical to World.
Beginners welcome,” the Bhava
team told the Diary.
Bhava offers magical children’s
creative dance (ages 3-7 years) and
children’s Little Yogis (ages 5-12
years) combining yoga, games and
storytelling in a fun and friendly
environment.
Bhava offers 12 month Yoga
Teacher Training for anyone who
wants to teach yoga or wants a
deeper understanding of this ancient practice.
Directors are Gabrielle Boswell,
yoga teacher, yoga therapist, iRest
meditation teacher in training and
Wendy Bradtke, yoga teacher, certified Chopra Center Meditation
instructor.
Contact: 9844 1128, visit
thebhavacentre.com and Facebook.

RESONANCE WELLBEING
Where: Warranwood.
The lowdown: Cherise Dyer
runs a holistic health practice and specialises in NST
(neurostructural integration
technique) a form of Bowen
Therapy. "I’m a remedial
massage therapist, qualified in
lymphatic drainage and reiki
as well,” Cherise says.
“I’ve had success working
with hormonal issues, including menopausal women with
hot flushes/sleep issues and
younger women with period
pain. This is aside from the
regular problems people face
such as migraine, neck, back,
arm, food and shoulder pain,
tingling, sciatica, knee issues,
and plantar fasciitis.
“All this is supplied with a
bit of coaching, dose of compassion, mindfulness and a
little humour.”
Cherise says Resonance
Wellbeing provides a safe
space for women in particular
to de-stress and surrender to
the process of healing through
integrated processes, allowing rejuvenation, space and a
sense of wellbeing. Gift certificates are available for a lovely
and experiential nurturing
gift and Cherise is health fund
accredited.
Contact: Call Cherise on
0425 735 022, email
cherise.resonance@gmail.com

• Bowan therapy • Remedial massage • Reiki
A lovely & experiential gift

0425 735 022

cherise.resonance@gmail.com
facebook.com/resonance.wellbeing

DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA FOR A LIFT-OUT GUIDE? Call Scott at the Diary on 9844 0555
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First class field raises the bar on Oaks Day
OAKS Day seems a lifetime ago, but
it’s become quite an annual event
for our Warrandytian women and
one that certainly can’t be ignored
by the Diary.
Two venues were dazzling with
gorgeous girls of all shape, size and
age as they enjoyed a fun day out.
In Yarra Street at the Grand Hotel
Warrandyte our “local” has never
been more stunning as hundreds
of local women joined in festivities,
punting and fun upstairs. Fashions
on the field, door prizes and all the
entertainment was a “roaring success”, according to Grand manager
Peter Appleby.
Over at Olivigna in South Warrandyte another 140 of the region’s bestdressed women enjoyed a glamorous
Oaks Day event, complete with a
mascot thoroughbred horse greeting
them at the gate.
On arrival to the boutique winery
and olive grove guests were met by
a “jockey” then photographed with
a prizewinning mare, surrounded by
an arbour beautifully dressed with
freshly picked estate roses.
Once inside, the fashionable set
were presented with a seasonal three
course lunch, free flowing estate
sparkling and a dedicated powder
room with beauticians to help with
makeup touchups and provide
hand massages. There was a set of
fashion-on-the-field-style awards, a
“bookie” running a series of sweeps
and a large screen revealing all the
race action.
For Olivigna co-director Anna Gallo
the afternoon was a big success: “It
was so wonderful to see a room full
of women looking fabulous, feeling
happy and doing something fun
together. We all deserve to enjoy
moments like that in life."

Two beautiful calendars for sale
By SCOTT PODMORE

TWO brand new calendars put together by a veteran local photographer and a former Warrandyte
artist have been released for the
2016 year.
Denise Illing has created her
fifth Warrandyte calendar (cover
photo left) which is available at
Warrandyte Post Office, Aumann’s
Family Orchard, Warrandyte Berry Farm and rivvaPT.
Her popular calendar features
some wonderful photographs of
her travels in and around town
and our beautiful Yarra River. It
also offers dates of the Warrandyte Market, Warrandyte Festival,
Pottery Expo and Carols by Candlelight as well as public holidays.
The Diary’s very own Laural
Retz has compiled 12 of her now
famous Lolly & Oigs cartoons that
have featured in the Diary over
the past year and is titled, Lolly &
Oigs - Adventures in Warrandyte,
and is available to purchase from
www.lauralretzstudio.com
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Rotary to fund Makerspace Facility at
Warrandyte High School

Club Meetings
Tuesdays 6:30 for 7:00,
Natalie’s Restaurant,
669 Maroondah Highway, Mitcham.
All welcome.
www.warrandytedonvalerotary.org.au

At our November 24th meeting Judy Steele from WHS talked about the
Makerspace Project, a concept which is set to revolutionise school libraries,
many of which are closing or downsizing. Staff at WHS had a dream to
establish an innovative, creative space where the students can learn by
“tinkering” and making “stuff”. Our club has turned the dream into a reality
by providing funding to establish the Makerspace. One of the best things
about the funding from Rotary is that it will enable WHS to buy a 3D printer
and other electronic equipment among other things, which will be valuable
resources for the school.
Below are our Youth Services team Linda Rieschieck (left) Bob Fry and Sam
Castelletti, with Helene Butterworth, Judy Steele and Kathy Wain from
Warrandyte High School.

Do you want to be part of an ethical organization
which combines helping your community,
business networking, great social interaction,
personal growth and flexible volunteering?
CALL US…

Contact:
Rob 0409 258 744
Judy 0419 201 231
Our Rotary Club Op Shops: OPEN EVERY DAY
Yarra St. Warrandyte – East of roundabout behind the terrace shops.
Tunstall Square Trash & Treasure Market
Last Sunday of each month except January – for stall holders phone Heather on 9005 2331
and leave a message on the answering service. Your call will be returned.

Billanook College

2017 Scholarship Program
For students entering
Years 5 - 9 in 2017*
Billanook College values both academic and extracurricular success, and therefore offers both
Academic and General Excellence Scholarships.
We now invite applications from students who
would like to experience Billanook’s unique
learning environment.

Applications Close Friday 19 February 2016

APPLY NOW AT WWW.BILLANOOK.VIC.EDU.AU
* See website for conditions
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Tiny Tutus having a terrific time!
NOT in a pink fit was it going to be easy rounding up these cuties at Tiny Tutus held at the
Warrandyte Community Centre on a recent
Monday, unless you’re the boss Miss Jess, that
is. But one of the mums, Natalie Lysenko, man-

aged to pointe and shoot at just the right moment when Annabel, Alice, Zoe, Frankie, Ella,
Maddie and Misha lined up against the wall.
For more information about Tiny Tutus visit
www.tinytutus.com.au

Triple treat on tap
WARRANDYTE triplets Wendy, Sue
and Deb learned to tap dance as
youngsters.
Forty years later, their tap shoes
are back on and they’ve graced the
stage of the Collingwood College

Theatre thanks to Isabelle’s Academy of Tap. The sisters performed
at ‘Hit Me With A Hot Note’ last
weekend to thunderous applause,
alongside beginner and seasoned
tap dancers.

Rotary chips in for Chiara

By LAURA DOGUET

N OCTOBER 2013 Natalie and
Mauro Mazzeo were told their
five-month-old daughter Chiara
may never have the capacity
to walk or talk due to a rare,
incurable brain condition.
Two years on, Chiara has exceeded doctors’ expectations through
her miraculous physiological progression. Only endless treatments,
therapies, fundraisers and most
importantly, the right attitude and
outlook towards life has allowed
them to reach this point.
Their journey began when Chiara
was born with a clubfoot and a smaller than average sized head.
“We weren’t too concerned because our first daughter was born
with an even smaller size head. So
we thought it’s just kind of the way
we do kids or something, so we
weren’t too distressed by it,” Mauro
told the Diary.
After many tests and brain scans,
however, Chiara was diagnosed with
a severe case of Bilateral Perisylvian
Polymicrogyria – a rare brain injury
characterised by the cortical malformation of the brain.
As an offshoot to that, Chiara
consequently suffers from Quadriplegia Cerebral Palsy in which the
motor movement and coordination
of all four of her limbs is severely
affected. Chiara’s ability to speak is
also impaired, her life expectancy is
reduced and she is burdened with
an 80% chance of having seizures.
Doctors predict that her condition
was caused by a stroke in the womb.
The Mazzeos have since dedicated
their lives to providing full-time care
for Chiara and are prepared to try
anything and everything to help her
reach her highest potential. Their
attitude towards their situation is
refreshing and admirable – not one
of loss or sadness, but instead of
hope and determination.
“I haven’t felt great loss or grief or

anything like that, it’s just the great
unknown. It’s fortunate that we live
in an age where we do have a lot
of approaches and different things
coming out,” Mauro said.
“It’s a bit of mystery, it’s interesting
because we don’t know if she’ll walk,
if she’ll talk … there’s not one bit of
given with her which is a really different sphere to be in as a parent,”
Natalie added. “It can be challenging
but the rewards far out weigh.”
While Chiara’s older sister Grace
may not fully understand the implications of Chiara’s condition, the
five-year-old has proven to be very
adaptable and resilient throughout
their journey.
“They have a great relationship,”
Mauro said. “We do a lot of travelling overseas and Grace comes
with us so she’s got a very different
childhood.”
In addition to regular treatments
from the Royal Children’s Hospital
and support from Department of
Human Services Early Intervention
team, the Mazzeos are seeking treat-

ment for Chiara from two specialised
entities in the US.
There has been significant evidence of brain-injured children overcoming their disabilities as a result
of participating in these programs.
“The buzzword at the moment
is neuroplasticity with the brain.
They’re finding out that different
areas of the brain can compensate
for other areas of the brain,” Mauro
explained.
However, the programs demand
six-monthly trips to the US for the
training and therapy and the total
cost is about $144,000. While getting
there presents the family with huge
financial hurdles, they are willing to
make the necessary sacrifices.
“The most important period in
brain growth apparently is from 0-6
so we’re just throwing everything
in no matter how, you know. We can
make the most change, the brain’s
growing at these alarming rates and
it’s very neoplastic at the moment,”
Mauro said.
“We will do whatever it takes to

get her there, that’s our priority.
Whether we borrow money and pay
it back, or sell the house, whatever
we need. We’ll do whatever it takes,
we’ll improvise,” Natalie added.
Their two trips to the US so far
have certainly proved worthwhile
as they have seen significant change
and development in Chiara.
Her ability to breathe has come
a long way with regular use of a
respiratory mask, her digestion
is much better with a specialised
diet plan, and her sleeping pattern
has improved markedly with a new
personalised regime.
“It’s more dealing with those early
physiological issues and once you
get those then you can move on
into more mobility type areas. If
you’re not sleeping well, if you’re
not eating well, you’re not able to go
to the toilet, you can’t breathe - you
can’t really do much. You’ve got to
get those foundations right,” Mauro
explained. “We do another technique
where we try to coordinate movements for her, so I’ll move her arm
and leg, Natalie will move her head,
and my father will move her other
arm and leg. And we do it in a coordinated fashion where it’s as if she’s
commando crawling. So it’s teaching
the brain this is what it feels like to
move. And we just repeat that for
her, daily regime.”
Chiara’s home rehabilitation practices form an all-day affair for Natalie and Mauro as consistency is
crucial in building neural pathways.
Through the family’s combined perseverance and determination, Chiara has been able to reach a number
of basic yet essential achievements.
“She wasn’t able to move her legs
or arms much at all and now she’s
really working on it,” Natalie said.
“Her newest milestones are trying to
feed herself with a spoon so handeye coordination, which is huge for a
child who has all four limbs affected
with cerebral palsy.”

Even her cheeky, contagious smile
came as a welcome surprise to the
family and doctors alike.
“Obviously there’s a lot there that
we don’t understand but the light is
certainly switched on in this girl –
she wants to learn,” Mauro added.
Since the early months of their
journey, Natalie has kept a blog that
enables her to keep track of Chiara’s
progress. She said the blog has been
pivotal for her as a mother to get her
thoughts and feelings out, as well as
build a community.
“It’s nice cause I get a lot of messages from other mum’s saying ‘thankyou for writing what I feel and what
I experience.’ Just the generosity of
spirit and the way the community
comes together to support a cause
like Chiara has been mind-blowing.”
The family are continuously raising funds to pay for medical evaluations, treatments, special needs
equipment and local therapies. The
Rotary Club of Warrandyte Donvale
has developed a strong connection
with the Mazzeos and has made
significant financial contributions
to support Chiara.
Natalie and Mauro have been
overwhelmed by the additional
generosity of family, friends and the
wider community.
“We had a fundraising event the
other day and 250 people came and
it was beautiful, like ‘wow look at all
these people who’ve come together’.
So it reinstalls faith in the community and what’s possible,” Natalie said.
“Through all the heartache of it,
there is a lot of purpose,” she added.
“We’re on a mission, that’s for sure.”
While Chiara has made much
progress so far, there is still a long
way to go. To support the Mazzeo
family visit www.gofundme.com/ chiarasjourney. For updates on Chiara’s
journey, see Natalie’s blog at www.
chiarasjourney.com Visit facebook.
com/chiarasjourney

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Living With
The Trotts –
more fun than
it sounds
THEY'VE been called the most laughable family in Warrandyte.
Which is fine by the Trotts of Dingley Dell Road, North Warrandyte,
and their creator, local writer, Alan
Cornell.
Alan recently penned the final episode in his popular sit-column, Living
With The Trotts, which had appeared
in the Diary for the past eight years,
and has now released the collection
of 92 stories in a massively entertaining paperback.
These beautifully drawn little
stories, each about 700 words in
length, portray the imaginary lives
of the seldom ept Neville, the busily
affable Narelle, their teenage-afflicted
offspring Cinnamon and Jasper, and
the ever-irascible Gran.
They’re local in terms of their
frequent Warrandyte references, universal in their all-too-familiar human
struggles and always laugh-out-loud
hilarious.
After 30 odd years living in leafy
Warrandyte, Alan’s grasp of the minutiae of a small community is precise
and his affection for the place palpable. Although he and his wife now
live in Briar Hill, their connections
remain strong.
An advertising copywriter by
profession, Alan’s style is highly
readable and his comic senses wellhoned. This is a perfect book to dip
into before bedtime, and a tempting
one to consume in one cheery sitting.
And, at $20 a copy, a perfect Christmas offering.
Copies are available from Quinton’s
IGA in Warrandyte and from the
author’s website at alancornell.com.
As the book’s backpage blurb
puts it, “Living With the Trotts is a
treasure-trove of small wisdoms and
big smiles”.

Picture: NADINE CRESSWELL

Bethany
launches
first novel
Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS.

WARRANDYTE’S Bethany Doherty
launched her first novel, The Wyrdians, at Warrandyte Cellars last
month.
“It's two books in one and is aimed
at teenagers (12+), but will suit anyone who enjoys magical lands and
curious main characters,” Bethany
says.
The Wyrdians is fantasy and focuses
on the young life of Mira Merriweather. When her grandmother dies
abruptly, Mira goes from riches to
rags within hours.
Eventually she finds herself in the
town of Wyrd a place for strange and
magical entities.
She begins to find roots here and fit
in, because like the other dwellers,
she isn't human.
“I grew up in Warrandyte and started writing this book just out of high
school. I found most of my inspiration to finish it when I was living in
the UK for a year in 2014.”
Fore more information visit www.
thewyrdians.com
Budding author Bethany Doherty
is pictured signing copies of The
Wyrdians at the book launch.
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Bad news, good news and Elderberry Panax
nature
By LINDA ROGAN

OOK at all this ant
activity!" I dropped
my handful of
weeds and deserted my fellow weeders to investigate
this cry. Ants were streaming up
and down the stems of Elderberry
Panax shrubs in Frogland near
the Friends of Warrandyte State
Park Indigenous plant nursery at
Pound Bend.
I love the foliage of the Elderberry Panax. These plants in the
indigenous garden were grown
from plant cuttings from Norman
Reserve, across the Yarra. Usually found at rainforest edges or
other moist areas, thrive here in
the run-off water from the plant
nursery and spread by producing
suckers.
I have always struggled to remember the name Elderberry
Panax and the scientific name is
harder yet.
I am now spared this embarrassment by the new botanical name
signs that have recently been installed in Frogland.
The many small brown ants
alerted me to something big going
on here. Much of the main stem
of this plant was covered in hard
black scale that some of the ants
paused to investigate. The ants
are known to encourage such
scale growth, a sort of ant pastoralism.
A close look at my photos
revealed there were tiny pink
six legged creatures crawling
amongst them.
I first thought they were some
sort of mite but reading about
scale on the internet informs
me that these are the young of
the black scale insect and called
"crawlers".
On a healthy tree or shrub, biological control by native wasps
may be effective, so long as spraying in the area hasn't killed the
beneficial insects. If the ants are

actively defending the scale, it
may be necessary to surround the
base of the trunk with a sticky material such as Tanglefoot or Trappit to exclude the ants and give
the wasps a chance. These particular ants have been identified as
invasive Argentine ants. I learned
from our nursery manager there
is a super colony of these ants
around the nursery so they are
something we have to live with.
That's the bad news.
I noticed most of the ants were
climbing up to the tips of the
Elderberry Panax shrubs apparently feeding on little green

berry-like structures. A closer
look revealed some of these green
globes had little nectar cups with
a pair of green filamentous structure protruding from the middle
and others were more obvious
buds that opened into tiny green
petalled flowers, so small that
they were easily overlooked. This
is the first time I have seen Elderberry Panax in bloom or perhaps
I just hadn't noticed.
Here the good news starts.
There were many small native
bees, some interesting wasps and
various small beetles and other
beneficial insects. Most exciting to

me, two of the bee species were
from the genus of Hairy Colletid
Bees and new to me. One of these
was shiny black with bright yellow shoulders shown in the photo
inset. I thought it was a Masked
Bee.
However, when I posted the photo on BowerBird, a knowledgeable friend in Germany pointed
out the hairy legs that indicated
the true identity. I didn't get back
to weeding that morning but I
learned a lot so I hope I will be
forgiven my desertion.
I also learned that there is a
moth whose caterpillar feeds

upon the Elderberry Panax. These
are 3cm long dark green caterpillars with tiny orange spots. They
gather together in a communal
shelter of leaves joined with
silk and they also pupate in this
shelter. I will keep an eye out for
these in summer.
The native birds and I will also
be looking forward to the pale
mauve edible berries, 4mm to
6mm long, that should be ripe
around Christmas time. I don't
think there will be sufficient
berries to tempt us to try making
False Elderberry wine, although
the idea sounds appealing.

Warrandyte Kinder farewells a favourite
AFTER 16 years of dedicated service to the Warrandyte community,
Karen Rogers (left) is leaving the
Warrandyte Kindergarten in Taroona
Avenue early in the new year.
Over her time at the kinder, Karen
has had an impact on hundreds of
young children and their families and
has also witnessed many changes in
the early learning sector.
Perhaps the greatest change was
the commencement of the National
Early Years Learning and Development Framework in 2009, where for
the first time all Early Childhood
educators were using a common
language nationwide to describe
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children’s learning and common
principles and outcomes to guide
their practice.
This was a steep learning curve for
many, but Karen played a key role
in the transition that resulted in the
kinder being able to add more depth
to the very rich curriculum that
was already in place. Subsequently
the kindergarten was assessed as
“exceeding” the national quality
standard.
“Karen has an extensive knowledge
of three year old child development,
and is able to use this with great
effect to construct a program that
encompasses the ‘whole child’,” said

educational leader Ronnie Pedersen.
“She has a very nurturing manner
with the children and brings so much
experience to her group. There is no
doubt Karen is much loved and her
gentle approach and focus with the
children will definitely be missed,
but we still have a great three year
old program on offer next year,”
added Ronnie.
“A big thank you Karen for your
passionate and invaluable contribution to our community and good
luck!”
Limited places are available in the
three year old program at the Warrandyte Kinder next year.
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SHOP LOCALLY THIS CHRISTMAS
DIARY MINI ADS
SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
M O S A I C S TA I N E D G L A S S
Beautiful panels for doors and
windows natural themes and small
panels a specialty. Free quotes.
Shan 9712 0024.
S H A P E S B O B C AT C a l l
9844 2117 or 0410 402 046.
PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom,
self contained, beachside
appartment for rent. A/C & ceiling
fans. Heated pool/spa. 2 mins
wlak from Four Mile Beach.
Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.
MOBILE WOOD SPLITTING
SERVICE Ring Terry 0409 411 943
or leave a message on 9722 2592.

AUTHORISED CELEBRANT: 70
years young. 3000 weddings. Still
going strong. John Byrne 9844
2155, 0418 995 189.
CHAUFFEURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in stye & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & subrub to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.
DOG SITTING CLUB Looking
after each others dogs in each
others homes. Dogs must be house
trained, sociable, vet checked.
Exercise required, fenced property.
Call Kathy 0432 740 465.
COWES BEACHHOUSE Close
to ramp and main street, 3BRMS,
pet friendly $1500 per week avail
all summer. Call Denis 0407533342

MINI ADS Call 9844 0555

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

G U A R A N T E E D

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

A December Halloween?

HE more things
change, the
more they remain the same.”
The original quote is in
French but I've used the English translation. Interestingly,
even with this change, the
idea remains the same.
We are told that technology
is changing the world; that we
need to throw out the old and
embrace the new. Only then
will we reach Nirvana. The
prevailing business model
proclaims the leader or CEO
who does not embrace wholesale change is doomed to be
toppled by the crusader bringing notice of the “true faith”.
As a case in point: how many
of you can remember being
told that by privatising, basically everything, we would
transform from an unproductive, moribund economy to a
dynamic, competitive economy, one in which everyone
would benefit. Prices would
plummet because of competition, efficiency would improve
because of market forces and
service would be exemplary
because, well ... “because!”.
Now, hands up those who
think prices, efficiency and
service in power delivery,
telecoms, public transport,
health insurance, medicine,
local council services, aged
care, planning and building
inspections have justified the
claims of the privatisation
jihadists.
I'm afraid my hand remains

kibbled
firmly in my pocket because
the privatisation proselytisers
have failed to see the basic
flaw in their argument. Theoretically, the proposed system
might change but human
nature doesn't. All “–isms”
have suffered the same fate. A
system like privatisation that
relies for its raison d'être on
profit and dividend distribution must always think first
of the owners/shareholders.
Consequently, the “bottom
line” becomes “god”, which
inevitably means cutting production corners, cutting the
greatest expense, staff and
reducing service to the lowest
level that the market will bear.
Communism failed for exactly
the same reason; greed, vanity
and lack of any internal or
external restraint. If there is a
way for humans to corrupt a
system, they will find it. Religion is no different.
Why do we swing from one
extreme to the other? Does
it always have to be one philosophy or the other? Isn't it
possible for some services
to be better handled through
privatisation and some, where
public welfare and care cannot be wrenched into providing a profit, be handled by The

State? Are some aspects of our
economy like security, food
supply, water and power too
important to be prey to the
whims of economic fashion?
So, now that I've got that off
my chest, let's see if I can lower the blood pressure of some
of you out there. Even from
my ivory tower I can hear the
swearing and page tearing
from the "It's either black or
white!" brigade. Just calm
down and think of Maggie.
It's time we changed Christmas! That old guy has had his
day. It's about time he let his
son take over and if the old
man doesn't see reason and
go gracefully, then we'll have
to organise things behind the
scenes and send him off to
somewhere warm where he
won't interfere. For too long
“Father” has been commercially too soft. Happy, Good
Will, Peace, Merry and Seasons Greetings just don't cut it
any more. I understand, Shane
Xmas, the potential new CEO
for Xmas, has some significant
changes he wants to make.
The first is in his surname. Too
many keystrokes in Christmas
so from now on it would only
be Xmas. Good work, Shane!
Next, Xmas has to be “incentivised”. At the moment
too many people are talking
about cutting back; that the
meaning of Xmas has been
lost. Humbug. That's the sort
of talk that would take this
marketing opportunity back
to how this celebration began.
If some dynamic businessmen

with foresight hadn't taken
control of the event years ago,
we'd still be giving kids only
four gifts at Xmas: One that
they want, one they need, one
to wear and one to read. Just
think how that might change
how we think about Xmas!
No, we need Shane. In his
CV he outlined where Xmas
might be in 10 to 20 years
time. No references to religion
as that puts off side all other
potential buyers. We need
to rebrand it as a December
Halloween but with designer
snow instead of fake cobwebs.
Instead of "Merry Christmas",
we'll launch an advertising
campaign using the slogan,
"Xmas: a time when nothing
succeeds like excess" or "If
you want their love, give then
what they think they love."
Our boy, Shane, has been
using his time up there to
study human nature and he's
realised that Xmas is not
fulfilling its potential. Pander
to the lowest common denominator, make it mindless,
self-indulgent, tawdry and
transitory and your profits
will be limitless. And why sensible business guys like Shane
have consistently rubbished
education, culture, standards,
manners, style and anything
else that gets in the way of
running a good commercial
bonanza.
This year, don't change too
much. It only encourages
them.
Merry Christmas!
ROGER KIBELL

Wedding bells on a beautiful Bali beach
Carter Art
Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates
Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

DARREN Mackechnie, son
of Julie from Carrington
Crafts in Warrandyte, married Natalie Scanlon in a
beautiful sunset wedding
in Bali recently. About 75
guests attended the big
day at Villa Pemutih Uluwatu.
Do you have wedding
photos of a local connection you would like published in the Diary? Send
photos and details to info@
warrandytediary.com.au
with “wedding for diary”
in the subject line.

DIARY WEDDINGS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Wedding & engagement invitations
professionally designed & printed
locally with a very personal touch.
PERSONALLYINVITED.COM.AU
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Churchyard gleanings
from a bygone era
our place
By MARILYN MOORE

EARCHING amongst
mossy headstones
in tiny country
churchyards is quite
a pleasant pastime,
especially in the British Isles
where there are said to be no
snakes. I’m sure they’re right
about the snakes, but decades
of wandering about in the Australian bush has made looking
where I put my feet second
nature. So I keep one eye on
the long grass anyway.
My beloved and I were each
looking for inscriptions dating
back to at least the mid-1800s
in a number of Scottish and
English villages, but many of
the older headstones are no
longer fully legible, if at all.
Red Cumbrian sandstone in
particular erodes away relatively quickly, and gravity has
had its way with quite a few
of the larger slabs, so finding
family names sometimes took
a bit of perseverance. Occasionally we gave up – after all,
we didn’t want to spend too

many hours scratching our
heads in cemeteries – but on
the whole we scored pretty
well, each of us finding not
only the last resting place of
various great-great-grandparents, but also their grandparents (in at least one case) as
well as other family members.
I don’t know why this should
be so exciting … well, not exciting perhaps, but at least satisfying. Possibly reassuring.
Certainly interesting. Perhaps
more exciting were the farmhouses, mills and miners’ cottages where ancestors once
lived, solidly built in stone
and mostly well-maintained,
some for over 300 years. Such
tangible connections to past
generations are quite moving,
bringing to life what had previously been just words on a
page, old photos, or stories
our grandparents told.
Apart from the crumbling
churchyard stonemasonry,
the other reason for scratching our heads was trying to
imagine what set of circumstances could possibly have
prompted some of the verses.
Remember me as you pass
by/As you are now, so once
was I/As I am now so you

must be/Prepare yourself to
follow me
In other words, “Listen mate,
you’ll be dead yourself one
day, so wipe that self-satisfied
smirk off your face!” A fine
example of 1850s non-conformist fire and brimstone,
probably appropriate to a
dour old man. Strangely, that
verse reminded me of a group
of old men we once met in a
small Turkish village. They
laughingly told us they spent
all day in the café playing
board games and discussing
everything under the sun,
because it’s handy to the
mosque five times a day for
prayers. For most of their
working lives, prayers were
too much trouble. After retirement, it was time to make
serious amends with Allah.
In this Cold Bed here consummated are/The second
nuptials of a Happy Pair/
Whom envious Death once
parted, but in vain/For now
himself hath made them One
again/Here wedded in the
Grave, and ‘tis but just/That
they, that were one in Flesh,
should be One Dust
A rather more graphic version of “Reunited in death”

and a very odd inscription,
I thought, for five unmarried
sons in their sixties to have
thought appropriate to mark
the recent demise of their
mother. How on earth did the
use of some of these unlikely
verses ever gain traction?
Surely they weren’t trying to
be funny?
Perhaps they were. It seems
that between 1806 and the
1830s in England, several
amusing booklets were published, bearing titles such
as Churchyard Gleanings,
Epigrammatic Scraps and
A Selection of Sepulchral
Curiosities. The number and
nature of the titles suggests
that reading such verses had
become a popular source of
entertainment. Their continued use could hardly have
been accidental; maybe the
humour didn’t always seep
through. A cloudy image of
five dour old sons begins to
form…
Even if they were still in
print, I wouldn’t be buying
any of those little booklets
for Christmas presents. Just
in case! I think I’ll stick with
Michael Leunig and Spike
Milligan.

Warrandyte Health

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

DIETITIAN

At Warrandyte Consulting rooms

Lisa Mc Glashan APD is now
available for appointments
Saturdays 9am-12pm

Diabetes, Weight Management,
Irritable Bowel Syndrome, Inflammatory Bowel Disease,
Coeliac Disease
FOR ENQUIRIES/APPOINTMENTS

0432 026 579 | lisamcglashanapd@gmail.com

Ten alternative ways
to wrap your presents
AS a child, half the fun of receiving a
present was the unwrapping, the anticipation of what was inside. Sometimes I'd
carefully peel back each piece of sticky
tape not to damage the paper and other
times I'd rip it off to see what was inside
as soon as possible.
Move forward 20 years and I remember
watching the leftover Christmas wrapping paper and gift cards get shoved
into two green garbage bags and put in
the bin.
What a waste! It was time to draw a line
in the sand and make a change.
The following Christmas I'd sewn 20
fabric bags from the size of a paperback
book to one that would hold a dozen bottles of wine. Then I made gift cards with
a greeting, names of the recipient and
laminated them. Initially, they weren't
well received but within five years everyone had made their own bags/cards
and by the end of Christmas we’d return
the bags to the owners and there was
minimal wastage.
The tradition continues today.
Making your own bags is easy if you

With DEBI SLINGER

have a sewing machine but you can also
spruce up gifts in other ways. Here are
some creative wrapping ideas.
+ Long socks. Slide a bottle of wine into
one and wrap the other around the neck.
+ Shirt pockets. Perfect to slip in gift
cards or small toys (above).

+ Old magazines, newspapers or junk
mail. Wrap the kids’ presents in a toy
catalogue or the crossword fan with the
puzzles page of a newspaper.
+ Hessian bag. Clever for those outdoor
gifts such as plants, hose fittings, garden
sculptures.
+ Maps. Perfect for the traveller or
family going away on a holiday.
+ Jars or tins. Peel the label off the tin
or jar and decorate with fabric or paint.
+ Pots and other oddities – think laterally. Take that little sugar jar you don’t use
and plant a succulent, fill with sweets or
even bath salts.
+ Nature. Use natural materials to wrap
around a present and tie off with some
raffia.
+ Books. Tear out two pages from an
unused book and fold into an envelope
to slip in a small gift.
+ Fabric – why not wrap those kitchen
gifts in a beautiful tea towel or bathroom
items in a hand towel.
For the full article and photos visit:
http://debislinger.com/2015/11/09/10-alternative-ways-to-wrap-presents

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

We wish you a Merry Christmas
Local church services

No Lights, No Lycra!

Catholic Church – Christmas Eve children’s outdoor mass at 6pm in Park
Orchards and 9pm mass at Warrandyte.
Christmas Day mass at 9am in Park
Orchards. Contact 9876 1509. Uniting
Church – Christmas Eve family carols
at 7.30pm. Communion at 11.30pm.
Christmas day at 9am. Contact 9844
0674. Anglican Church – Christmas
Eve kids Christmas at 5pm, service at
11pm. Christmas day service at 9.30pm.
Contact 9844 2193. Community Church
– Christmas Eve service at 7pm. Christmas day service at 9am. Contact 9844
4148.

Saturday December 19 at 8pm, Stiggants
Reserve. Bring along a picnic dinner or
purchase food and drinks at the event.
Come early and visit the children’s farm.
Special guests include Sarah Valentine,
Judd Field, Renae Mockler, Raymond
Khong accompanied by his wife May and
the Belllbird Singers. All accompanied by
the Eltham Concert Band.

Grand gigs

Christmas dinner

Commencing 8. 30pm Fridays. Long
Gone Daddy’s Band, December 11.Ruckus, December 18 (upstairs). Christmas
Eve, Long Gone Daddy’s Band (upstairs).
Also, every Thursday night from 8pm,
Harry Healy will be playing in the Public
Bar.

Dance like no one is watching. Every
Wednesday night 7pm-8pm in the Mechanics Hall. $5 entry.

Warrandyte carols

NowandnotYet – Bean Around Town are
cooking dinner for the hungry, disadvantaged, friends or anyone struggling. Our
small team of enthusiastic volunteers
will be serving Christmas dinner on
Christmas day. Now and Not Yet Cafe, 142
Yarra Street, Warrandyte from 5.30pm till
8pm. For more information call 9844 0994.

Local nursery

Have you visited your local nursery?
Come along on Thursdays between
9.30am and 12.30pm, or the first Saturday
of each month from 9am-1pm and the
first Sunday of each month from 2-4pm.
Purchase all your local native. The very
end of Pound Bend Road.

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

Christmas
Market
on the riverbank

The Warrandyte Diary has more
than 3000 fans on Facebook.
Are you part of the team yet?
facebook.com/warrandytediary

Saturday, December 19
GIFTS

GIFTS

GIFTS
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Carnage is cool at our local theatre
DEBORAH BURNETT
0408 027 781 love-your-home.com.au

The Ahh factor

IF you watch home design TV shows,
you’ll be familiar with the much-used
term, the "wow factor". This is being
used more in everyday life. What
does it actually mean?
When I looked up the term "wow",
synonyms included “winner”,
“smash”, “triumph”, “sensation” and
also “knockout”. All of which mean
that whatever is being referred to is
really good. OK, then.
So, what happens after the “wow”?
For example, say the ‘wow factor’ in
a lounge room is a high spec designer chair. Is it also comfortable? Is it
somewhere you’d like to curl up with
a book? Or am I missing the point?
I also wonder if the "wow" is meant
to engender envy or desire in others.
Is this term meant to tell everyone
else that “we have arrived”, that
we are the Jones’s whom others are
meant to keep up with? And if so, is
this what our homes are about?
I’d like to propose an alternative
– the "Ahh Factor". I define this as
the feeling of a warm embrace, of a
sense of breathing out, relaxing and
allowing ourselves to be ourselves.
In other words, the feeling of home.
This doesn’t mean the furniture, the
furnishings or the home itself can’t
be beautiful. On the contrary, beauty is essential for our well-being as
humans. What it does mean though,
is the home feels like a nurturing
place where you really want to be. So,
maybe next time you hear someone
talking about the "wow factor", you
might reflect upon how truly desirable the "ahh factor" can be. You
never know, it might just catch on.

FOUR very accomplished actors had
us enthralled as we watched this
exceedingly clever play by French
playwright Yasmina Reza. Warrandyte Theatre Company has never
been shy in bringing offbeat and
perhaps difficult plays to the local
stage, but as usual this troupe pulled
it off to perfection.
The play particularly appealed
to anyone who is a parent, as the
plot concerns two sets of parents
attempting to meet amicably to discuss Alan (Adrian Rice) and Anita’s
(Simone Kiefer) son’s indiscretion.
Their 11-year-old boy has poked a
stick at a playmate, Michael (Tony
Clayton) and Veronica’s (Naomi
Oosting) son, in the process knocking out two of his teeth. That’s what
young boys do, right?
The meeting starts well with mutual politeness, but as the plot slowly
unravels, initially with coffee and
apple, pear and gingerbread clafoutis, but later with much alcohol
consumed, the play descends into a
delightful farce of parental warfare;
the parents behaving worse than
the children.
The cleverness in the script is
the constant changing of alliances.
Initially it is one set of parents
against the other. Then for a while
it becomes the men against the

women. Then one individual siding
with or railing against another. The
unseen children are not exempt; at
one point the aggressor is debated as
being the victim as it was the injured
son who had dobbed and would not
let him into his gang. And that constant changing of alliances on stage
severely taxes the intellect of the
audience; who do we agree with and
who do we hate now? It was interesting that different sections of the
audience laughed at different lines.
The highlight for me was when
Alan, who had annoyingly spent
much of the meeting being interrupted by his mobile phone and
conducting business conversations,
had the said phone snatched off him
and immersed in a vase of water (a
trick I must try when next annoyed

in a Warrandyte restaurant).
I said earlier WTC had been courageous in bringing this play written as
it were in Europe and reflecting more
European, or particularly American,
social values. The behaviour was
simply not Australian. Perhaps here
we don’t take these childish altercations so seriously. Certainly we
would not have spent the evening
in disagreement continually arguing the points; we would have just
walked out and agreed to disagree.
But overall it was a very enjoyable
evening and mentally stimulating for
the audience. Brilliantly performed.
We are so lucky to have such talent
here. And congratulations to David
Tynan for his original direction and
to Ken Virtue who stood in later
during David’s absence. Thank
you WTC.
DAVID HOGG

NOT so long ago I listened to Gay
Byrne interviewing Michael Parkinson on Compass. It was about life …
and death. Through the interview
Michael commented on his concerns
on what humans were capable of
when placed in certain situations.
God of Carnage is a play about
two supposedly educated couples
getting together to try and resolve
the issue of the altercation in the
playground of their 11-year-old sons.

It began in a well-mannered way
attempting resolution. However, the
father of the aggressor kept taking
phone calls, the nature of which
didn’t place him in a very good
light, and the mother of the victim
was a bit over the top and not able
to acknowledge her son may have
provoked the incident.
The father of the victim announced
he had dumped his son’s guinea pig
on a nature strip somewhere, and
when it all got too much the mother
of the aggressor threw up all over
the coffee table.
Any attempt at resolution went
down hill from there, with the adults
starting to behave like children –
with a little help from a bottle of
whiskey – and eventually the couples
told their spouses what they thought
of each other.
In all it was disgusting behaviour
carried out by a brilliant cast under
the excellent direction of David
Tynan.
Adrian, Simone, Naomi and Tony
did him justice. The support crew
did a great job, and although I was to
involved in the characters, my friend
commented that the back wall, a pale
pink, increased in intensity of colour
as the anger in the room reached its
peak. Very clever.
BRIONY BOTTARELLI

Warrandyte Youth Arts Awards evaluations commence
THE judging process for the Warrandyte Youth Arts Awards has
commenced with the panel meeting
the three finalists to discuss their
journey in their artistic area, where
they want to head, but most importantly, who they want to evaluate
them. All are painters, but take a
very different approach to their art.
Emma Clark is the youngest candidate and has focused on large
scale oil paintings, portraiture and
combining different mediums, often
using photography. Emma is steering
towards a more abstract interpretation of creating art, but wants to cre-

ate art that is true to herself rather
than what has been demanded from
her to date through her schooling.
Eugene Howard, brother of previous WYAA winner, Vaughn, is a
painter en plein air (“open (in full)
air”) – he likes to work outside in
his community to define and create
a sense of place and allow the community to become involved in the
process as well. The oldest of our
candidates, he has already completed several residency programs and is
creating his own residency program
in Boorhaman, near Wangaratta.
Our final candidate is Micaela

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

Bumpstead – painter, photographer,
sculptor and film maker. Micaela is
very much focussed on combining
all these mediums to create a unique
approach that is hers alone.
Some of the examples shown were
truly remarkable and wide ranging
in terms of approach and materials
used.
“Everyone who applies for the
Warrandyte Youth Arts Awards is
talented in their field, but it’s not up
to us to judge who is best – we’re not
artists!” said convenor of the awards
Jock Macneish.
“And, while we know their mum or

@nillumbikshire

dad would say their child was brilliant, our job is to find three or four
people at the top of their field to evaluate our candidates and answer two
simple questions – is this candidate
going to do amazing things in their
area of art and is now a good time
for them to receive a scholarship”.
The Warrandyte Youth Arts Awards
run biennially and are open to 18 – 25
year olds from the Warrandyte area.
Warrandyte Community Bank
sponsors the award ($5000) which
can be spent in any way the winner
so chooses.
SARAH WRIGLEY

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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Hey boys, spin us
up a lemonade
NO, they’re not taking us for a
ride, but rather two innovative
Warrandyte Primary School students, Max and Angus, are pictured here with their bike-powered lemonade maker.
The Year 5 and 6 students
have been challenged to “make
a difference” as part of their
Inquiry Learning.
Inspired by Bike 'n Blend
at a recent Manningham Sustainability Day, Max worked
tirelessly with his dad to set
up a blender on the back of his
bike to use pedal power, rather
than electricity to power the
blender.
For just $2, students and
teachers were invited to make
their own old-fashioned lemonade from a homemade delicious
recipe. The boys chose to put
the money towards the refurbishment of the school oval.

Crikey Crickets in the dragons’ den
It’ll take more than a few weird looks on the bus to deter Templestowe College Year 7
student Joel Huesby from making deliveries to his customers. It is what he’s delivering,
however, that may surprise you. LAURA DOGUET reports.
MOTHER and son duo Nicole and
Joel have seized a window of opportunity in the business world through
their new entrepreneurial initiative,
Crikey Crickets. The pair teamed up
to breed and sell live crickets from
their home in Warrandyte to local
reptile owners.
The idea stemmed from Nicole’s
light-bulb moment when she was fed
up with spending excessive amounts
on crickets to feed Joel’s five hungry
bearded dragon lizards: Jupiter,
Rocky, Regis, Hamish and Charlie.
It was costing the family about $36
every 10 days to keep the lizards
healthy and satisfied.
With that, Nicole suggested to Joel
they go into business to breed and
sell crickets themselves. Although
initially apprehensive towards his
mum’s ambitious venture, Joel was
quick to jump on board.
“My mum’s like my business partner. She helps a lot with the crickets
and everything because, after all, it
was her idea. She does a lot of the
work because she was the one who
learnt how to do it and then you
know she’s kind of teaching me.”
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
allowed Joel to survey the school in
order to gauge the level of interest in
their endeavour. He then proceeded
to design and hand out fliers to local
reptile owners, offering a cheaper
alternative to the leading cricket
vendor.
“I just went down and asked who

has reptiles. There was a fair few
and I gave a flier to whoever wanted
them.”
Many instructional YouTube videos
later, Nicole and Joel came to realise
that the process of breeding the
critters would not be easy.
“It takes around 8-12 weeks for
them to fully grow and there’s a

lot of death with the babies,” Joel
explained.
“They’re all very dumb, they like to
go into the water and drown themselves or clog up together and eat
each other, and then get squished
by things. We have to make [their
enclosure] pretty much baby proof.”
Eventually the pair came to perfect

the science and business began to
boom. Joel also handles the marketing side of things and designs the
buckets for delivery.
“I have around eight or so customers at the moment all wanting crickets every now and again. And I just
got my school to purchase crickets

from me for the Animals Program.
I’ve got a few kids from there getting
crickets and then a few mothers from
ACPS,” Joel said.
When asked how he goes about
getting the product to his customers,
Joel told the Diary he sometimes
does the deliveries himself.
“People come here [for pickup] but
with the people at school I bring the
crickets to them on the bus. The bus
driver sort of gives me a weird look
but I just make sure to greet them
and say goodbye and then they’re
happy.”
Joel advises other like-minded, entrepreneurial young people to “just
research what you want to do and
pursue it”. For his next ambitious
venture, Joel intends to establish
his own part-time dog grooming
business.
Joel told the Diary the teachers
at Templestowe College are very
supportive of his goals through the
Animals Program.
“I want to be a part-time dog owner
when I’m older. I’m already going
to groom two dogs tomorrow at
school,” Joel said.
For inquiries, contact Joel and Nicole via sales@crikeycrickets.com.au
or check out their website at www.
crikeycrickets.com.au
Do you know a child or teen in
Warrandyte exploring their entrepreneurial side? Let us know at
info@warrandytediary.com.au

Two Creekers teams
reach top eight in state
A TOTAL of 14 students from grades 5 and
6 represented Anderson’s Creek Primary
School at three one-day round robin tournaments and their success earnt them a
spot in the State Finals Day on November 24
played at the Dandenong stadium.
Together the boys and girls teams battled
each game winning three out of four advancing them into the finals. Both teams
gallantly played their hearts out, missing
out on an opportunity in the quarter finals
by five points (boys) and one point (girls).
Though the loss was disappointing, they
all held their heads up with pride. They
both supported each others games when
time allowed: cheering, clapping and jumping in support, as did the parents (perhaps
with a little less exertion given our age!)
Significantly, ACPS was the only school to

successfully field two teams at the senior
all star champion level at the State Finals
Day - another huge achievement from the
talented students.
The all star level competition is predominately primary school aged kids from
grades 5 and 6 who play representative
basketball with their local community club
(likely not all in the same team) therefore
the standard of basketball is high.
Both the teams where a culmination of
Warrandyte/Bulleen rep players and Warrandyte domestic players. Our 14 students
put ACPS on the map by finishing in the
Top 8 primary schools in the State – a wonderful achievement.
A big thanks to the coaches Dale Leeson
and Nicole Howard from Warrandyte Basketball.
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All hail our mighty juggler
REG Kennedy is like a
juggler trying to keep
four balls in the air at
the same time. At 65,
Greg still runs the accounting business he
started over 30 years ago, that’s the
first ball. The second is continuing
to help build Grand Hotel Warrandyte into a classy venue with first
class food and wine and a great
atmosphere.
Greg is passionate about the third
ball, his role as captain of the South
Warrandyte CFA. And the fourth ball
spinning in the air is the allrounder’s
family life, with his wife Dianne and
their grown up kids. He appears to
take all these things in his stride as
he talks to the Diary about living in
Warrandyte for the past 35 years.
Greg and Dianne first moved to
South Warrandyte in 1981.
“We had outgrown our house in
East Doncaster,” remembers Greg.
“So we bought an acre in Hall Rd, it
was a place to call home and bring
up our four kids, Jane now 40, Mark
38, Andrew 33 and Caroline 31.
“We loved it straight away; we were
in the country but on the doorstep
of the city at the same time. We were
spoilt and had all the fun things like
horses and motorbikes and plenty
of bush to play in."
The Kennedy kids went to St Anne’s
in Park Orchards and because it was
a new school, the Kennedys became
friends with all the school families
and “we are still friends today”,
according to Greg.
“One Sunday morning in 1982, I
wandered down to the local fire brigade and was made to feel welcome
by the captain Les Dixon. I just wanted to do something different from my
day to day work,” Greg said. “Being
an accountant can be a bit boring so
I enjoyed the physical activity and
operating the machinery.”
At that stage, Greg had no idea
eventually he would become captain
of the brigade.
“Firefighting is hard work and
physically demanding. A lot of
gratification comes out of it when
the jobs done and you feel a winner.
But things can change for the worse
very quickly.”
Greg’s first initiation into the harsh
reality of firefighting came about
during the aftermath of Ash Wednesday in 1983.
“That night we lost the Panton Hill
fire crew,” says the big man as he
sighs and takes a deep breath before
continuing on.
“I still get emotional about it today,

“I still get emotional about
it today, the realisation that
the whole crew had been
killed. We were all gung ho
and then all of a sudden it
was cold hard reality and
death. All the glamour was
gone and it wasn’t easy to
cope with that.”

the realisation that the whole crew
had been killed. We were all gung
ho and then all of a sudden it was
cold hard reality and death. All the
glamour was gone and it wasn’t easy
to cope with that.”
Greg stayed with the brigade and
was later made deputy group officer,
becoming involved with brigades
all the way to King Lake. Greg’s face
brightens as he recalls some of the
fun times with his CFA mates.
“One of the real highlights is at
Christmas time when we drive
around the whole area with our
lights and sirens on and give out
packets of twisties to the kids,” he
said. “And plenty of big kids, too, it’s
a great day and everybody has fun.
One lady who used to get Twisties
from us when she was a kid, still
gets her packets of Twisties, but she
packages them up and sends them to
her daughter in New York,” he adds,
laughing.
“When we get back to the station

we usually have a giant water fight
using the pumps and hoses from the
fire trucks we’ve got.”
Greg gets serious again as he warns
Diary readers about the coming fire
season. “The forecast is for a long
hot and dry summer and people
need to plan accordingly. The ‘Be
Ready Warrandyte’ campaign has
been fantastically successful. The
ultimate objective is to get people
to have a fire plan and so we need
to raise awareness regarding the
bushfire risk.”
Greg became captain of South
Warrandyte brigade in 1995 and 1996
but stood down because he was too
busy with his business. He returned
as captain in 2009 to help establish
the new integrated brigade that will
be stationed in Falconer Rd. It will
dramatically reduce response time
to fires in the greater Warrandyte
area because it will be manned 24/7.
Greg changes gear and talks about
how he became involved with one of

his other passions, the Grand Hotel,
our beloved local.
“I was in Europe in 2012 with my
client and friend Steve Graham,
we were having a beer in Budapest
when somebody texted us a picture
of the Grand Hotel with a for sale
sign on the balcony. We had a few
more beers then said to each other,
we should buy that joint. And that’s
exactly what we did.
“We both believed that the pub
should be the hub of the local community and we felt the Grand wasn’t
achieving that when we bought it.
The first thing we did was clean and
aircondition the place. We then built
a new kitchen, converted the TAB
into an open beer garden, installed
large murals using old Warrandyte
photographs and created a new
wine list.
“We made some real winning
changes when we appointed Peter
Appleby as venue manager and Brad
Hawker as executive chef. We’re very

proud of the place now and have
a great staff that obviously enjoys
working here. I think we are the hub
of the local community now. This
year we were finalists in the AHA
Best Metropolitan Bistro Award.”
Greg’s partners and fellow directors in the pub venture are Steve
Graham and Matthew Graham.
“Our intention is to hold the pub
as a long term family business for
the generations ahead,” Greg said.
Business aside, our local fire chief
suddenly beams with a smile.
“Dianne and I are blessed at the
moment with five grandchildren
and one on the way. Dianne is fully
involved with all the grandchildren
and absolutely loving it!”
Retirement for this energetic
65-year-old is not an option at this
stage and he will gladly and willingly continue to juggle his diverse
interests and passions, fill his life
with challenges and try to make a
difference.

Everyone in Warrandyte reads the Diary
For local advertising that works call Briony on 9844 0555

INFORMATION
& APPLICATION NIGHT
DEC 17, 4–7PM LILYDALE LAKESIDE
Welcome to your future at the new Lilydale Lakeside Education Precinct. Join us for our Information
& Application Night at our John Street campus. You can speak to our course experts who have real
industry experience.
With over seventy courses including certificates, diplomas and degrees across a range of study areas,
our new Lakeside campus will offer a range of facilities including on-campus childcare. Find out more
and apply on the night. You can even book an appointment with our careers counsellor in advance.

Rubin, Future Electrician
RTO: 4687 CRICOS: 02411J

Registration to attend essential. Visit boxhill.edu.au/lilydale2016
Call 1300 BOX HILL to start your future now.
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Tel: 0402 559 937

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community for over 13 years

Do you suffer from back pain?
Does it affect your normal activities?
DON’T let back pain run your life!
Here at Warrandyte Osteopathy we TREAT back pain!
Whether it is caused by muscle tightness, joint sprains
or nerve irritation we treat it all.
Come in for an assessment and treatment and let us
help you!
To make a booking please call the clinic on 9844 2465
or go online to www.osteopathymelbourne.org and
book online.
We also have a clinic in Ringwood, located at 35
Warrandyte Road, Ringwood.
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Alice rides to global success
LAURA DOGUET

ALTHOUGH mounted games is a relatively new and unknown equestrian
sport in Victoria, it basically consumes the life of Warrandyte’s own
19-year-old international champion
Alice Greig.
The sport involves a series of
high-speed relay races performed by
riders on ponies that require a high
level of athletic ability, hand-eye-coordination and a competitive spirit.
Depending on the format of the
event, races take place by individuals, pairs or teams and each features
a unique ‘game’. The first across the
finish line scores the highest number
of points, second place receives the
second highest, and so on.
“It’s pretty much like relay racing
on horseback. You do a lot of pick
ups, grabbing things off the ground
at speed, jumping off your horse at a
gallop and jumping back on without
using the stirrups again at a gallop,”
Alice told the Diary.
This month, Alice and her teammates – Aidan Somers, also from
Victoria, and Chloe Pearse, Lauren
Slater and Katie Slater from NSW –
represented Australia in the Nations
Team Championships at Hawkesbury Showgrounds, north-west of
Sydney. Riding against teams from
New Zealand, the US and South Africa, they competed in 52 races over
three days riding various pools of
different horses.
Despite the dismal weather conditions, the Australian team went into
the finals feeling fairly comfortable
with a 12-point lead. But after a few
shaky races, New Zealand was quite
literally hot on their tail.
Fortunately, the Australian team
managed to hold its lead against
New Zealand and took out the title
of Nations Champions by just one
point. The US and South Africa
trailed behind placing third and
fourth respectively.
Alice said the 10-day trip was
exhausting between 5am starts,
extensive training, presentations

and three full days of competing.
However, the feeling of winning made
it all worthwhile.
“It was a good feeling … everyone
screamed and there were a couple
of tears.”

Unsurprisingly, the road to become
an international champion was no
easy feat. Alice became a member
of the Victorian Mounted Games
Association (MGA) as soon as it
was established and has since had
a whirlwind journey competing in
local, state and national events.
“I used to do pony club games – I
did my first ever pony club games
in 2001 with both my sisters in the
team, too. And from there, MGA
started in Victoria in 2008 so I went
to their first ever competition when
I was in Under 12s and I’ve just been
going pretty much every week since.
“I’m in the open section now which
is pretty competitive – the majority
of the people up there are all boys
‘cause it is very much a strength
sport and a speed sport, I guess. It’s

probably 80% boys and 20% girls in
opens.”
To be accepted to ride at an international level, Alice was required
to write an expression of interest
detailing her achievements in other
state and national competitions. Selectors across the country then put
together a team based on the riders’
successes.
“They’re only going to pick people who’ve done well at national
competitions in Australia, so if you
are putting in they’ll probably know
you from your results within the last
couple of years,” she says.
“Overall I've placed well over the
last three years in all Australian
individuals, pairs and teams championships with many memorable
achievements over that time.”
Alice’s application proved successful. This marked her acceptance
into her third international mounted
games event, having previously ridden in the 5 Nations Competition in
New Zealand and Horse of the Year
in 2014.
Riding at this level requires a lot
of dedication and hard work. Alice
commits to riding her horses Meazles and Georgie every day to keep
up their fitness as well as her own.
“I’ll ride my two that are in full
work every day, and then it just
builds up time having to wash them,
ride them, feed them, rug them. It’s
neverending.”
With horses consuming 90% of
her life, it’s a wonder she has time
for anything else. Alice somehow
manages to juggle uni full-time, a
part-time job at a medical clinic and
a healthy social life.
“Uni is only three days, thankfully,
but when I do have uni it’s generally
about 8am till 6pm, and I’ll ride either
before or after.
“It is tricky to get everything done
on those days. Mum helps out a lot
with rugging and feeding. Not riding,
she wouldn’t dare get on my horses;
they’re too crazy for her.”
Alice said the support of her family

has been pivotal in getting her to
where she is today.
“Mum pretty much comes everywhere with me even though I float
now, she still loves to come,” she
said. “MGA is a massive social thing,
and it is like a big family in Victoria we travel everywhere together and
we see each other all the time. But
yeah, mum does everything. She’s
great. And dad comes and my sisters
always support it.”
Although her journey with MGA
has spiralled in recent years, horses
have always been a big part of her
and her family’s life.
“I have been riding for about 15
years now, a bit more, and my family’s been into horses pretty much
since we moved to Australia when I
was two years old,” she said.
“Of course my favourite is MGA, it
does really take up a lot of my time.
But I still do all my dressage, show
jumping, horse trials. I still do pony
club, I’ve been a member of pony
club since 2001. I think it’s good to
train the horses with things other
than games cause otherwise they
get too hot and fizzy and just crazy.”
Next year Alice intends to take
her mounted games career one step
further by applying for the Worlds
Team Championship, the highest
level of international competitions,
to be held in Ireland.
“[Selectors] want to see something
like winning nations which is the step
under, so that’s a good sign,” she
said. “It would be amazing, but I don’t
want to get too far ahead of myself.”
Alice hopes that the MGA name
will continue to grow in the years
to come.
“I get a lot of interest from the
Warrandyte community when I’m
out and about – Meazles and I ride
around Warrandyte every week and
I'm always stopped to chat. Hopefully through hearing a bit about my
story, people will take more of an interest and embrace mounted games
as a serious sport. It'd be great if it
was recognised more widely.”
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Little Aths
school sports
jamboree
By ED MUNKS

Revved up and ready for action: Our Venom girls put on a show recently for Diary snapper Gareth Dickson.

State call ups for our boys
By NICOLE HOWARD

WHEN Basketball Victoria is identifying players from your side for state
selection camps, it’s a good indicator
your program is in good shape.
In the past year, numerous players
from Warrandyte Basketball have
attended camps and tryouts in the
hope of selection for state programs
and teams.
In the 2014-2015 season, two Warrandyte affiliates represented Vic
Metro; Under 16 player Casey DeWacht made the Under 16 Vic Metro
Men’s side and coach Nicole Howard
was head coach of the Under 14
Southern Cross Challenge Vic Metro
Girls team.
This list has continued to grow in
recent weeks with announcements
for the 2015-2016 season. Young guns
Emma Dowling and Alan Ure from
the Under 14 Warrandyte Venom
program have earned places in the
Southern Cross Challenge (SCC) Vic
Metro sides, while Nicole Howard
will retain her head coach role at
the SCC.
The SCC involves four days of
competition and will take place in
January at the State Basketball Centre, where Emma, Alan and Nicole
will represent Vic Metro against Vic
Country and other state sides.
Further selections include Warran-

Rising star: Alan Ure shoots. Bursting through: Alicia Callaghan. Pictures: Jenny Trewella and Gareth Dickson

dyte Venom Under 18 junior Fraser
Trenfield, who will don the navy
singlet for the Ivor Burge Vic Metro
Men’s side, and Ryan Holloway, who
joins the side in an assistant coaching capacity. Both Ryan and Fraser
will travel to Queensland in February
to compete in their national competition and will be able to use lead up
games and tournaments to prepare.
The Under 18 Vic Metro teams selec-

Holy Fit girls take it
Upstream for charity
“WE trained, we fundraised, we
giggled, we had a ball and we
conquered the 50km Upstream
Challenge”, six mums from Anderson’s Creek Primary School told
the Diary last week.
Katie Taubert, Kris Dixon, Melinda Schambre, Sonia Knowles,
Rebecca Warner and Mystique
Taylor decided last year to
support the amazing charity Upstream Foundation and “walk our
legs off”.
“We were all so inspired by the
tireless work done by our local
Gruber/Hoen families who have
run the charity walk for 11 years
and raised close to $2million,”
Katie said.
One hundred percent of all
donations go directly to the nominated three charities Fare Share,
Summer Foundation and the
Isabella and Marcus Paediatric
Brainstem Tumour fund and best
of all no administration fees and
the like are taken out.
“This year the target is $300,000

and at the moment we are just
short of this,” Katie said.
The Holy Fit team has raised
over $5000 and paid special
thanks to the Anderson's Creek
Primary School and Warrandyte
communities.
“We began the walk at 7am at
Richmond, walked into the city
and then trailed along the Yarra
river and ended the race at Donvale Christian College at about
5.30pm,” Katie told the Warrandyte Diary.
“The race is so meticulously
managed and run, thanks to the
Gruber/Hoen families and the
numerous volunteers who help on
the day and the weeks leading up.
We were fed and watered all day
thanks to some wonderful sponsors of the race.
"It’s really hard to describe the
admiration and love I have for the
Gruber family.
"They are so humble, so charitable and just amazing with the
work they do unrecognised.”

tions are also underway, with squads
being whittled down to low numbers.
Casey DeWacht (Venom Big V player)
has reached the top 24 players for
the 18 Men’s and will travel to NSW to
compete in the East Coast Challenge
in early January.
Joining him in NSW will be WBA
director of coaching Nicole Howard,
in an assistant coaching role for the
Under 18 women’s side. The Under

18 national competition will take
place in Adelaide in April, which
Casey will be eligible to compete
in if he earns final selection for the
state side.
With a strong pathway now from
Aussie Hoops all the way to Big V
basketball, Warrandyte Basketball is
helping to develop the skills of young
players and coaches, who are able to
represent Victoria Metro with pride.

IN the School Sport Victoria
Championships at Lakeside Stadium, local runners were the
toast of the town. Nicole Reynolds
(above centre) won the gold medal in the U17 100m hurdles and
backed it up with silver in the U17
200m. Abbey Caldwell easily won
the gold medal in the 14-year-old
female 1500m race, recording a
strong time of 5 minutes 50.82
seconds, while Jessica Ng ran
seventh.
Abbey also secured a silver medal in the 800m event with a time
of 2 minutes 18.78 seconds, just
off the Victorian record of 2.18.21
set by Australian Commonwealth
games runner Katherine Katsanevakis.
Gemma Potter won a bronze
medal in the girls 12-13 year old
triple jump final and Jake Harnett from Park Orchards Primary
School took out an eighth place
in the boys 12-13 year old 800m
final. In the 9-10 year old 100m
final, Matthew “The Fast” Parrott
won the bronze medal, and locals
can expect some exciting showings from “The Fast” in the future.
Meanwhile, East Doncaster girls
had a strong showing in the Victorian Track Relay Championships,
also held at Lakeside Stadium on
the last weekend in November.
The U18 girls had a good day,
bringing home the only two medals. Nicole Reynolds, Samantha
O'Connell, Emily Sharpe and
Abby Caldwell won silver in the
U18 1600m medley relay race.
The girls then followed up with
another silver medal in the 4 x
800m contest, with the credit going to Emily Sharpe, Abbey Caldwell, Morgan Coselloe and Melissa
Niewoudt.
The team of Samantha O'Connell, Joanna O'Connell, Emily
Sharpe, Nicole Reynolds and Vanessa Jackson came fourth in the
final of the U18 4x100m, rounding
off an excellent day at the track.
For more information on East
Doncaster Little Athletics contact
coaching director Peter Sharpe on
0413 777 107.
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Runners get ready for our Gift
By CLAIRE JONES

RUN Warrandyte is set to feature
the inaugural Warrandyte Gift, a
handicapped sprint event with a
cash prize to be held next year on
Sunday March 6.
“This is the first time we’ve run a
sprint event. We think that it will be
a really fun event, added to our usual
road course events, it will take place
on the main oval as most of the road
runners are finishing,” says David
Dyason, a Run Warrandyte organiser.

The Gift will be made up of a number of heats starting from 8.45am,
with handicaps being attributed to
the competitors and a final will be
held at 10.30am.
Anyone has the opportunity to win
and a cash prize pool of $600 will be
distributed to the first three places, a
terrific incentive for runners to start
training now.
“It’s not about the money. Anyone
can win a handicapped sprint race –
it’s about strategy and speed, and is

great fun to watch as well. We know
the young ones will be there but the
oldies have just as good a chance to
win the inaugural Warrandyte Gift.
But anyone over 40 will have to
bring a note from their kids to verify
they’ve done the training. We don’t
want any injuries,” says David.
The year’s road events have been
modified slightly with a small section
of rough added to the now famous
“Run by the River”. The usual 2.2km
run/walk event will now consist of

one lap of the Second Avenue loop,
with extra distance to be made up
on the main oval.
Each of the other courses have
been lengthened slightly and incorporate the Pound Bend Tank Track,
with all 5km, 10km and 15km events
starting and finishing on the main
oval.
Everyone who books online will
receive a Run Warrandyte running
singlet as part of their entry fee
and once again proceeds will help

raise funds for local sporting clubs
- Warrandyte Junior Football Club,
Warrandyte Football Club, Warrandyte Netball Club and Warrandyte
Cricket Club.
Run Warrandyte also wishes to
thank the continued support of the
Warrandyte Community Bank and
other local business sponsors.
For more information including
details on how to enter please visit
www.warrandytesports.com.au

Warrandyte MTB running hot
Double the fun
for our riders
By ANDREW REILLY

Tennis
junior
club
champs
AFTER a delayed schedule, the
Warrandyte Tennis Club’s junior
club champions for 2015 were
recently finalised. Cameron Do
(left) secured his fourth consecutive year as the Boys junior
champion with a win over runner up Andy Noh (right), while
Ruby Bradford secured her first
Girls title with a win over Megan
Wiltshire.
The club championships are
contested each year with any
member aged 18 or under eligible to play.
“It’s a change of focus with a
mix of emotions for entrants who
often end up playing against
their teammates rather than opposition from another club. But
it’s a tradition that is an important part of the club's activities,”
said junior convenor Tony Honeyborne.
For those interested in tennis,
the club is offering a bar and
BBQ night on January 31 for the
Australian Open Men’s final.
Visit www.warrandytetennisclub.org.au

WARRANDYTE Mountain Bike club
has ridden into the summer period
in the perfect way.
With two main events for the season landing on the same weekend,
all riders had to do was decide
which one to compete in.
Forrest Festival, held just half an
hour inland from Apollo Bay, was
the choice for many. The festival
has become an annual event for
several Warrandytians and involves
two days of racing over Saturday
and Sunday.
The event started with the team
gathering at the local microbrewery for a cleansing ale and a catch
up, while watching the track
standing competition. There wasn’t
much time for chitchat, however,
with an early seeding race around
the town tracks of Forrest.
Once everyone was in, riders got
their times for the hill climb to be
held around midday. At the top of
the hill, a rest was taken followed
by the ever-enjoyable downhill
stage.
Local club member Mitchell
Snowball was a high achiever, taking out the fastest junior ever down
the red carpet. Another rest, and
the early evening took riders down
to the Yaugher State Forrest where
pairs racing events started.
David Anderson matched up
against a very fast Phil Anderson,
Hudson Rostron carved up the
track to defeat his pair, while Karina Vittiriti showed fight against her
pair, Jessica Douglas.
As the day faded into night, the
club gathered for the second ale
of the weekend back at the Forrest
Brewery.
Sunday brought with it a whole
new race, 50kms on the single
track of Yaugher. Warrandyte rid-

CFA

Hot wheels: Hudson Rostron (left) gets ready to take on an opponent.

ers stirred from their tents after a
sleep in and the crowd grew along
the start line as riders prepared to
roll. Many strong riders competed, including second place winner
Becky Herridge for the Female Single Speed category. Jason Johnson
sped around on his single speed
and Andrew Reilly, Ross Snowball,
Marty Rostron, Steve Goodall
and Daniel Walters also provided
strong showings.
Highlight of the weekend was

FIRE
NUMBERS

Regional
Headquarters
8739 1300

possibly Karina Vittiriti claiming
second place in the elite category,
which she was persuaded to enter.
The second event for the club
was the first round of the MTBA
National Series, held in Mt Taylor,
20 minutes from Bairnsdale. It
was time to shine for Courtney
Snowball, who has been eyeballing
the nationals throughout the year.
After a “reccy” ride on Friday to
gain a feel for the course and learn
tricky sections, Courtney began

Warrandyte
9844 3375

Nth Warrandyte
9844 0847

warm ups on a dry fire road on Saturday morning.
Snowball completed three laps of
a very dusty, newly cut in track, designed especially for the nationals,
including a few little steep pinches
that required strong legs. When all
was said and done, Courtney came
home with fourth place, a fantastic
effort on her part which will set
her in good stead for the more
technical Round 2 in Canberra on
December 12.
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Warrandyte on top
By RYAN HOIBERG

hot Silly season
with CHRIS SHARP

weight tips

THE extremely popular holiday
weight gain is something that
affects a lot of us in December
and January. It’s a result of
an abundance of parties and
social gatherings involving the
“odd” beverage; portion sizes
skyrocketing; a change up in
our routine often leading to
our exercise schedule being
thrown out the window; and a
number of other factors that
every year has my clients
coming back at least five kilos
heavier.
Watch the alcohol… It’s a
given (in most cases), that alcohol consumption at this time
of year will increase. The best
thing you can do is drink plenty of water and have a decent
meal before you start consuming alcohol, and try to not go
overboard. Avoid sugary premix drinks if possible and stick
to low calorie options such as
vodka, lime and soda. And of
course – drink responsibly!
Portion control … Portion
sizes for some reason seem
to multiply this time of year
and people use the excuse
that it’s Christmas. Again be
sensible with your portions.
Yes, of course indulge in your
favourite Chrissy treats, but
don’t eat four portions of turkey, 12 pieces of crackling, a
three-inch slice of Christmas
pudding and wash it all down
with 14 beers – unless you are
aiming to have a gut like Santa
by mid-January.
Fill up on the clear stuff…
Quite frequently we mistake
thirst for hunger. During the
silly season we are often
rushing around like headless
chooks and we can forget to
hydrate. We then often think
we are hungry but in fact we
are just thirsty. Another trick
to avoid overeating at social
events is to consume a large
portion of water before a meal.
This will fill you up and will
help avoid overeating.
Count calories… This is a
strategy that will freak you out
– and in this case that is the
intention. I don’t really want
you to forensically count your
calories, but it’s important to
know for every calorie you
consume that you don’t burn
off, you will gain weight. Pretty
simple, really! If you know
you over consume treats and
enjoy monstrous quantities
count your calories. It isn’t
any wonder you will gain 5kg
by January when you see that
on a daily basis you may be
consuming more than double
your daily calories. Keep your
calories in check.
Don’t abandon your exercise routine… I see clients so
frequently stop exercising over
the holiday period and the result can be very demoralizing
upon returning to their training – all that hard work undone
so quickly. Recruit a training
partner. Try and continue with
your usual training schedule as
this will be easier to maintain.
If you can’t get to the gym, ask
your trainer for a holiday program. Good luck!

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club has
continued its premiership form of
last season with an extraordinary
start in the Lindsay Trollope Shield,
the premier grade in the Ringwood
District Cricket Association.
Sitting atop of the ladder after
Round 4, Warrandyte boasts a record
of three wins and one loss from the
opening two months of competition.
Warrandyte has been guided superbly by coach Jake Sherriff, who
leads the team with both wickets and
runs, averaging 55 through his first
four innings. Sherriff has backed it
up for the Dytes with the ball as well
to take 10 wickets at an average of
14.20. With Sherriff leading from the
front, the young team is ensuring
that the Warrandyte Cricket Club’s
renewed success both on and off the
field continues to rise.
In Round 3, Warrandyte's two-day
game was affected by rain when it
travelled to Bayswater Park where
returning skipper Chris Barry won
the toss and took the opportunity
to bat in the one day revised format. Warrandyte was able to post
an intimidating 6/218 from its 40
overs, with Justin Cleaves (96) well
supported by Sherriff (53).
Cleaves fell just short of his maiden
first class ton, but Warrandyte was
easily able to defend its total in dismissing Bayswater Park for 180 in
the 37th over. Warrandyte utilised its
deep bowling stocks to control the
chasing Parkers, with Tim Baker the
pick of the bowlers knocking back
three wickets. It was a fine display
from the side in the field as well, with
the final two wickets coming from
well-organised run outs.
In Round 4, the Dytes lost their
first points for the season when they
were comprehensively dismissed by
North Ringwood.
Warrandyte was chasing 150 runs

for victory and eventually fell 31
short in a slow run chase. The week
prior North Ringwood had eked out
its total from 65 overs, with Sherriff
leading from the front with the new
ball taking four wickets.
Neil Brown became player #444 for
the club and contributed with his
first wicket. The run chase looked
to be coming along nicely with Ben
Taylor and Brown putting on 42 for
the first wicket, but regular wickets throughout the run chase cost
the Bloods. However, the side still
equalled the record for 13 consecutive team wins.
In the Second XI Dan Barry has
been the stand out player for the
team in the past month, with his mesmerising off spinners giving captain
Luke Warren a strong option. The
issue for Warren was getting the ball
back off Barry, who bowled 33 overs,
18 maidens and 6/35 against Montrose in Round 3, in a monster effort
to hold down his end of the innings.
Montrose was able to contribute 191
runs, but a poor display with the bat
from the team, with only Warren (52)
and Jack Poole (42*) showing any
interest in the run chase.
The following week, Warren almost
pulled an outright victory out of his
hat against South Warrandyte, with a
bold declaration making a real game
out of the local derby. With Barry
claiming another bag full (4/26) in
the first innings and helping dismiss
South Warrandyte in the 52nd over
for 129, the Bloods aggressively
chased down the runs in 47 overs
and quickly declared when they
passed the total.
Warrandyte was able to claim another eight scalps against an aggressive batting display from the Hawks
in the second innings, leaving them
186 to make in 26 overs. Warrandyte almost gave up all the points,
finishing two runs short with two

wickets in hand in an extraordinary
local derby.
In the Third XI, Warrandyte played
South Warrandyte in two consecutive games with each team walking
away from the games with split
points. In the initial encounter, Warrandyte was able to defend its total
of 202 thanks to some tight bowling
by Ben Jackson (3/25) and Shaun
Ison (2/34).
The following week, South Warrandyte had its revenge. South posted
281 runs from 70 overs with some
strong batting, before Warrandyte
fell seven runs short on the back of
99 from Tom Ellis. Ellis tragically fell
to a hat-trick ball in the 68th over one
short of his hundred and some monster hitting from Stewart Smead (92)
including six sixes also entertained
the crowd.
In the Fourth XI, Warrandyte was
able to defend its 151 against Warranwood in a very slow away game
thanks to 57 from Ryan Hoiberg at
the top of the innings and some quick
hitting by Tim Nilsson (48).
Warranwood was never in the
game, falling 80 runs short thanks to
some exceptional bowling from Rohan Bansal (3/3) and Dan Woodhead,
who took his first wicket for the club.
The following week, the thirds
would be involved in an extraordinary reverse outright game against
South Warrandyte.
With a nightmare pitch at Warrandyte High School to compete with,
26 wickets fell on the first day before
Warrandyte returned the next week
to complete the very rare feat. After
being dismissed for 37 in 14 overs in
the first innings, Warrandyte chased
down 110 in the second week to
clinch all points.
It’s been a mixed back so far for
captain Nathan Croft and his Fifth XI
side. A poor chase against a strong
South Croydon outfit was followed

by a good win against the same
opposition the next week. James
Weatherley's 58 and some exceptional bowling from Aaron Dean, Josh
Huntly and Luke McAlary gave the
skipper something to smile about,
and the side currently sit in the
middle of the table.
First XI
R o u n d 3 : Wa r r a n d y t e 6 / 2 1 8
(Cleaves 96, Sherriff 53) d Bayswater Park 180 (T Baker 3/28). Round
4: Warrandyte 119 (Dehmel 21) lost
to North Ringwood 150 (Sherriff 4/35)
and 4/82 (Sherriff 2/7).
Second XI
Round 3: Warrandyte 147 (Warren
52, Poole 42) lost to Montrose 191
(D Barry 6/35). Round 4: Warrandyte
7/130 (D Poole 35) and 8/184 (R
Brown 35, D Nilsson 34) d South
Warrandyte 129 (D Barry 4/26) and
8/185 (R Brown 4/51).
Third XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 8/202 (Chapman 61, Day 34) d. South Warrandyte
195 (B Jackson 3/25). Round 6:
Warrandyte 8/276 (Ellis 99, Smead
92) lost to South Warrandyte 6/281
(B Jackson 1/35).
Fourth XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 4/151 (Hoiberg
57, Nilsson 48) d. Warranwood 8/71
(Bansal 3/3). Round 6: Warrandyte 37
(Goddard 9) and 6/110 (Closs 25) d.
South Warrandyte 52 (Burns 3/5) and
92 (Woodhead 2/21).
Fifth XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 9/91 (Croft 22)
lost to South Croydon 3/185 (Reardon 1/24). Round 6: Warrandyte 193
(Weatherley 58) d. South Croydon 165
(Huntly 3/26, Dean 3/35)
Sixth XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 145 (B Thomas 71) lost to St Andrews 7/151 (Rakuscek 2/16). Round 6: Warrandyte
7/285 (T Jackson 82, A Thomas 44)
d. St Andrews 260 (G Warren 5/18)

Historic Day at Warrandyte Cricket Club

and to play the game with Poppa was
really good, it was great fun to play
with him and see him get a wicket
himself,” Sophie says.
The growth of the side, and the
integration of the sixths team which

contains a mix of girls and guys, gave
the club the unique opportunity to
field the three Days in the one round.
“We’ve got a good group of young
girls who have come down, we haven’t got the women’s side up and
running yet, but we added an extra
side for some of the juniors who
have come through and that gave
the girls a chance to play. That also
gave us the opportunity to give dad
a game, he was playing for the Over
68s, and that’s how we ended up with
the round with three generations
playing,” Cameron says.
For Geoff, the eldest Day, Sophie’s
introduction to the club was pivotal
to his return. First joining the club
as a cricketer in the 1952/53 season,
Geoff has had years of experience
around the club, holding roles as
president, playing captain and secretary in his 70-year stint.
“I was approached and asked if I

would get back involved in the club,
and I decided I’d come back if we’d
reform the girls team. When I was 65
or 66, I stopped playing for age and
other reasons, but then along came
Sophie, and that got me back down
here,” Geoff says.
For Cameron, the achievement
complements the general attitude
and vibe of Warrandyte Cricket Club
and speaks to the culture of the
organisation.
“The family atmosphere down
here is inviting for everyone, it’s
been great to have all the different
families down here and there’s a lot
of father-son combinations, and its
brought the two generations together. The three of us playing was cool
for the club, it was good for Greg
(club president), he’s really big on
that sort of support around the club
and he wants to see that type of thing
happen,” Cameron says.

XI (1/18 and 2/37). While his best
performances in seniors games have
been with the ball, Jack is more of a
batsman in U16s, with scores of 52
in Round 2, 48 in Round 4 and 64 in
Round 5.
Jack and cousin Tom both made
the RDCA U16 representative side,
with the full list of representative
team players included below. Jess
Adams is also likely to be a representative this season,] for the U18
Female Metro East team.
The Christmas party is scheduled
for December 12 – immediately after
play finishes in the Pascoe Shield
match against Mooroolbark.
For the third consecutive year, the
U10s and U12s will play T20 games,
with activities for other juniors.
First XI (Wilkins): one win outright,
three losses – Rd 3 Steve Garrett
4/52; Rd 4 Garrett 4/31 and 4/22, Kale
Batten 50no, Steve Lindsay 97, Sam
Beagley 4/16.
Second XI (Pascoe): one draw,

three losses – Rd 3 Liam James 5/58,
Darcy Price 36no; Rd 4 James Fasan
77 and 33, Tom Peter-Budge 62no,
2/10 and 3/38, Tim Rule 3/13.
Third XI (D Grade): two wins, four
losses – Rd 4 Darcy Harris 77, Pat
Harris 42, Jarrah Sofarnos 4/9; Rd 5
Jack Livingstone 6/48, Adrian Smith
55, Jack Hall 51; Rd 6 Andy Exley 40,
Darren Johnson 82, Tom Chrisfield
48no, Andrew Donis 4/43 (including
hat trick), Dan Wright 33no and 2/47.
Fourth XI (F Grade): three wins,
three losses – Rd 4 Andy Exley 62,
Ben Hartrup 46, Declan Mulqueen
3/33; Rd 5 Tom Chrisfield 49no; Rd
6 Geoff Findlay 5/14 and 2/27, Darcy
Harris 5/16, Pat Harris 44.
Fifth XI (H Grade): six losses.
O40 (Division 2): two wins, one loss.
O40 (Division 4): two wins, one
loss – Rd 2 Geoff Findlay 3/18, Brad
Driscoll 3/22; Rd 3 Rob Little 38.
U16-2: one win, one draw, two
losses - Rd 3 (draw) Jack Livingstone
3/9; Rd 4 Jack Livingstone 48.

U14-2: four wins – Rd 3 Jackson
Braunthal 35 retired, Jackson Emery
3/18; Rd 4 Jordan Milne 50 retired,
Jackson Braunthal 52 retired, Nick
Walker 38no and 3/12.
U14-4: one win, three losses – Rd
4 Lucas Bridger 3/6, Lachlan Hall 36
retired, Will Fasan 36 retired.
U12-2: two wins, two losses - Rd 3
Lukas Mazurkiewicz 17 retired; Rd 4
Kyan Brasher 2/5.
U12-4: one win, three losses - Rd 4
Aiden Brown 2/12.
U12-6: three wins, one loss - Rd 3
Arjun Gill 2/5; Rd 4 James D’Alberto
2/3, Rhonan Appleby 27 retired.

By MICHAEL DI PETTA

ONE of the great pleasures in local
cricket is witnessing a family create
a culture and presence within a club.
Indeed, it’s not uncommon for a father to play on the field with his son
at different stages of their careers.
What is uncommon is three generations of one family taking to the field
in one round of play. Warrandyte
Cricket Club fielded Cameron Day,
his father Geoff Day and Cameron’s
daughter Sophie, an achievement for
the family and club that delighted
fans and the greater community.
For daughter Sophie (pictured),
who has recently become a part of
the club, playing with her pop was a
special experience.
“It’s good to come down and play
instead of just watching, Poppa and
Dad have a lot of stories and are
always taking about ‘when this happened’. So it’s good to get involved

Hawks better in November
By FRANS BROUWER

A POOR start by the seniors in
October was followed by a small
improvement in November, with the
five teams managing an outright win
and three other wins between them
in 13 matches.
The two veterans teams have each
won two and lost one, but it’s the
juniors who are leading the way,
with the U14-2s on four straight
wins and other teams also doing
well. The form of several juniors
has also translated very well into
seniors play.
When Jack Livingstone arrived
during the pre-season to join his
cousin Tom and uncle Tim, few at
the club had any idea of his cricketing abilities. Two months into the
season and Jack’s progress through
the senior ranks has startled many.
Three matches for the Fourth XI
were followed by two in the Third XI
(including a 6/48 off seven overs in
Round 5) and Round 6 in the Second

South Warrandyte representative
players:
U21: RDCA, Sam Beagley; U18:
Outer East Eagles, Josh Exley, RDCA,
Nikoda Brooking; U16: RDCA, Jack
and Tom Livingstone, and Darcy
Church; U14: Outer East Eagles, Nick
Walker, RDCA, Jackson Braunthal
and Jordan Milne.
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